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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation I present theory and experimental results obtained in the Jones

research group at the University of Arizona investigating the feasability of neutral

Hg as a candidate for an atomic clock. This investigation includes laser-cooling and

trapping of several neutral Hg isotopes as well as spectroscopy of the 61S0 - 63P0

doubly forbidden clock transition in neutral Hg199.

We demonstrate precision spectroscopy of the ground state cooling/trapping

transition of neutral mercury at 254 nm using an optically pumped semiconductor

laser (OPSL). This demonstration exhibits the utility of optically pumped semicon-

ductor lasers (OPSLs) in the field of precision atomic spectroscopy. The OPSL lases

at 1015 nm and is frequency quadrupled to provide the trapping light for the ground

state cooling transition. We get up to 1.5 W single-frequency output power having

a linewidth of <10 kHz in the IR with active feedback. We frequency quadruple the

OPSL in two external cavity stages to produce up to 120 mW of deep-UV light at

253.7 nm.

I give a detailed characterization of the construction and implementation of

the neutral Hg vapor cell magneto-optical trap (MOT). The trap can be loaded in

as quickly as 75 ms at background vapor pressures below 10−8 torr. At reduced

background pressure (<10−10 torr) the loading time approaches ∼2 sec.

We describe construction and stabilization of a laser resonant with the Hg199

clock transition and the methods employed to find and perform the experimentally
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delicate spectroscopy of the clock transition. We present experimental results and

analysis for our initial spectroscopy of the 61S0 - 63P0 clock transition in the Hg199

isotope of neutral mercury.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 A Brief History of Time-Keeping

Throughout history the overall measure of a civilization’s cultural progress and

technological capabilities is closely correlated with its ability to accurately record

and evaluate time with great precision. The historical account of the history and

progression of timekeeping devices in human civilization leading up to present day

technology is fascinating [1]. We have come a long way from the merkhets, sundials

and water clocks of past civilizations. Galileo’s famous discovery of the pendulum

oscillator began a revolution which ushered in a new era of precision mechanical

timekeeping epitomized in the construction of John Harris’ H4 portable timekeeping

device. Early 20th century advances in electronic and materials technology gave rise

to the widespread use of quartz crystal oscillators, improving the precision of our

clocks by several orders of magnitude. On the heels of crystal oscillators, scientific

advances in the mid 20th century led to the remarkable development of atomic

frequency standards, based on the precise frequencies of atomic energy resonances

that may be excited and measured with an oscillating external field.

Energy transition frequencies in atoms are remarkably consistent; so much so

that they appear to be virtually identical across all occurrences of the same atoms

found anywhere on earth after taking into account and correcting for well-known
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phenomena such as gravitational redshifts, first and second-order Doppler shifts,

etc. [2]. This makes it possible to repeatably achieve high levels of agreement in

frequency standards based on the same atomic transitions even when located in

different labs across the world. Clocks based on the unchanging energy oscillations

of atoms have become the world standard for defining the second. In 1967 the 13th

CGPM defined the second as “the duration of 9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation

corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of the ground state

of the cesium 133 atom” [3]. The clock that epitomizes this definition for the world

frequency standard is a cesium fountain clock in Boulder, Colorado maintained by

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The clock is known as

the NIST F1.

1.2 Motivation for Atomic Clocks

Precision timekeeping devices have important applications in the everyday world.

Many systems benefit from comparison and synchronization with a high precision

frequency standard from time to time. The GPS satellite system is one example.

Satellites’ internal clocks are compared to an atomic standard and updated regu-

larly. Increased precision in coordinated time between satellites results in increased

resolution and accuracy for positioning and tracking [2].

Many other systems benefit from comparison and update from atomic frequency

standards. Synchronization of telecommunications, computer networks, and even

the nation’s power grid can ultimately be traced back to a reference that is calibrated

using an atomic clock frequency standard [2].
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Another immediately applicable use for high precision atomic clocks is in fun-

damental scientific research. Precision clocks allow new discoveries of physical phe-

nomena that deepens our understanding of atomic interactions [4]. They also allow

testing of the “constantness” of fundamental physical constants to vindicate or re-

ject new cutting-edge theories in physics [5]. These delicate experiments require

measurements with a precision that only atomic clocks can provide.

1.3 Measures of a Clock: Accuracy and Fractional Frequency Stability

The two figures of merit for a clock are its accuracy and its stability. The frequency

accuracy of an oscillator refers to how well the oscillation frequency can be charac-

terized in relation to the “true” frequency of a known reference free from outside

perturbations. If there is a difference in frequency between the oscillator and the

reference (a frequency “offset” [2]) then the time kept by the oscillator will expe-

rience a linear drift relative to the reference, causing it to “lose” or “gain” time

relative to the reference.

In the case of optical frequency atomic clocks a narrow-linewidth laser operating

at a particular frequency (oscillator) drives an energy transition having a known fre-

quency in a given atom (the reference). Inaccuracy in the atomic clock (also stated

as “uncertainty”) can be introduced by errors in measuring the oscillator (laser)

frequency, or by way of shifts in the atomic transition frequency (reference) such

as those due to external electric (stark shift) or magnetic (zeeman shift) fields. To

the extent that both instrumentation errors and frequency shifts can be systemat-

ically characterized the accuracy of the clock may still be maintained to the level
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Figure 1.1: The figure (borrowed from Ludlow et. al. [6] ) gives an uncertainty
“budget” for an optical frequency neutral atom clock based on Strontium. Note
that the limiting factor contributing to uncertainty of the clock frequency in this
case is uncertainty in the frequency shift due to black body radiation.

of uncertainty of these systematic characterizations. The uncertainties of each of

these effects are carefully documented in high-accuracy clocks with an uncertainty

“budget” of the type shown in Fig. 1.1. The figure shows an error budget for sources

of clock transition frequency uncertainty in a Strontium clock published by Ludlow

et. al [6].

Perhaps the more important figure of merit for an atomic clock is its fractional

frequency stability. Hinkley et. al. give three reasons why fractional frequency

stability is to be slightly preferred over accuracy in an atomic clock [7]. First, no

clock can measure better than its own fractional frequency stability. Second, a

clock’s systematic uncertainty (accuracy) is often constrained by its fractional fre-

quency stability. Third, many applications involving atomic clock measurements do

not necessarily need absolute accuracy but rather have exacting instability require-
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ments. The fractional frequency instability refers to small changes or deviations in

the oscillator’s frequency, relative to its own operating frequency. Conceptually, it is

a measure of how tightly an oscillator stays “pinned” to its own frequency without

regard to an absolute or “true” reference frequency. It can be expressed simply as

∆ν

ν0

where ∆ν is the deviation of the oscillator from its operating frequency ν0. In optical

frequency atomic clocks the fractional frequency stability is generally a measure of

the linewidth of the laser probing the atomic transition compared to the laser’s (very

high) optical frequency.

Fractional frequency instability in atomic clocks is generally quantified and re-

ported using the Allen deviation σy(τ) [2, 8]. In atomic clocks where the technical

noise is suppressed such that the noise is dominated by a single process (say quantum

projection noise) the Allen deviation can be expressed as

σy(τ) ≈ 〈νrms
ν0

〉τ ≈
1

π

∆ν

ν0

√
T

τN
(1.1)

where νrms is the measured frequency fluctuation, ν0 the transition frequency, N

the number of atoms, T the cycle time between measurements, and τ the averaging

time [9]. The Allen deviation scales as the inverse square root of the averaging time.

A decrease in fractional frequency stability ∆ν
ν0

by a factor of ten would reduce the

averaging time required to measure the same level of instability by a factor of 100.
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1.4 Microwave vs. Optical Frequency Atomic Clocks

The definition of the SI second is based on a microwave-frequency transition in Ce-

sium. Developers of Cesium clocks over the past 60 years have demonstrated mar-

velous experimental finesse and highly sophisticated, refined processes for frequency

determination and stability in these clocks. The Cesium clocks have advanced to

the point where a “good” commercial cesium clock can exhibit instabilies on the

order of 10−14 in just one day of averaging [2]. As for clock accuracy, the NIST

F1 Cesium fountain clock recently improved the uncertainty of the (limiting) black

body radiation (BBR) shift by a factor of five. The fractional uncertainty of the

NIST F1 frequency standard is now just 1.3 · 10−16 [10]. No doubt Cesium clocks

will continue to improve their accuracy and stability into the future.

Optical frequency based clocks, however, have a strong fundamental advantage

over their microwave counterparts. In comparison to microwave clocks, one can

easily see the advantage for optical clocks in that for an equal ∆ν, the fractional fre-

quency uncertainty ∆ν
ν0

is lower for optical clocks by roughly five orders of magnitude

due to their much higher operating frequency. Optical clocks pose their own unique

set of challenges. One such challenge that threatened to preclude optical clocks as

a workable frequency standard was the difficulty, complexity, and cost of elaborate

frequency chains required to “count” extremely high optical oscillation frequencies

[9]. The advent of the femtosecond frequency comb basically solved this problem

and did much to simplify the counting of optical frequency oscillations with great

precision [11]. Within two years of the arrival of the femtosecond comb, an optical
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frequency atomic clock was demonstrated that surpassed the stability of the best

contemporary Cesium clocks [9].

1.5 Optical Frequency Atomic Clocks: Ion vs. Neutral Atom Clocks

Optical frequency atomic clocks can be subdivided into two categories: ion clocks

and neutral atom clocks. Both have their relative strengths and shortcomings.

Ion clocks have achieved higher accuracy due to their decreased sensitivity to per-

turbations from external fields, while neutral atom clocks generally exhibit better

fractional frequency stability due to the higher signal to noise in each measurement

achieved by simultaneously probing a large ensemble of atoms.

Ion clocks employ a single trapped atom to provide the clock signal. Many species

of ion clocks exist, with some of the world’s most accurate ion clocks made from

mercury [9], aluminum [12], ytterbium [13], and strontium [14]. They enjoy a simple,

robust trapping scheme and their accuracy is relatively insensitive to external field

perturbations [12]. Recent developments in quantum logic techniques employed in

ion clocks have led to some remarkable demonstrations in ion clock accuracy, so

much so that their uncertainty cannot be measured using the standard SI second

but are rather compared as a ratio with another high-accuracy ion clock [15, 16].

The record holder for the most accurate atomic clock at the time of this writing is

an aluminum ion clock at NIST, boasting an accuracy having a fractional frequency

innacuracy of just 8.6 ·10−18 [17]! Newer proposals for ion clocks using heavier,

highly charged ions predict even better accuracies due to decreased motional shifts

with uncertainties calculated as low as 10−19 [18, 19].
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While the accuracy of the ion clocks is unmatched, they trap and probe only a

single atom at a time which yields a relatively low signal to noise ratio (SNR) for de-

termining fractional frequency stability (see equation 1.1). Achieving an instability

at the 10−18 level for even the best ion clocks requires long averaging times (on the

order of months) [20]. In comparison to ion clocks neutral atom clocks may gener-

ally suffer a disadvantage from employing complex trapping schemes, and are more

sensitive to perturbations from the various magnetic and electric fields required to

trap the ensemble. However because neutral atom clocks trap and probe millions of

atoms in a single measurement they generally enjoy a much larger signal to noise

ratio than ion clocks and thus can achieve smaller fractional frequency instability

[7]. Some neutral atom clocks employ a lattice trap to reduce frequency shifts due

to atomic motion (Doppler effect). The neutral atoms are confined in a dipole trap

created by off-resonant laser light at the so-called “magic wavelength” where relative

stark shifts between the ground and excited state level (due to the lattice light field)

are exactly canceled [20, 21]. Examples of some optical frequency neutral atom

clocks being implemented today are Calcium [6, 22], Strontium [6, 23], and Ytter-

bium [7, 24]. As of the writing of this disseration the record instability achieved in

an atomic clock was realized by comparing the frequency of two independant neutral

atom Ytterbium lattice clocks, with a measured fractional frequency instability of

just 1.6 ·10−18 (!), averaging over 25,000 seconds [7].
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1.6 Atomic Clock Based on Neutral Hg

A clock based on neutral Hg was first proposed by Katori and the first neutral

Hg magneto-optical trap (MOT) was demonstrated by his research group in Japan

[25]. More recently several steps have been taken by Bize et. al. which are making

steady progress toward the realization of a frequency standard based on neutral Hg.

Most significantly precision spectroscopy of the clock transitions for both isotopes

Hg199 and Hg200 were carried out and their frequencies determined [26]. Thereafter

the “magic wavelength” was also determined, allowing for stark-shift free lattice

trapping of the neutral atoms which will lead to improved determination of the

clock transition frequency [27, 28].

Katori outlines several advantages in using neutral Hg for an atomic clock [25].

The trapping and cooling scheme is much simplified compared with other neutral

atom clocks. In addition, neutral Hg has a very high vapor pressure which allows

the atom to be trapped without the use of an oven to produce an atomic beam (see

chapter 3). The clock transition for Hg which is deep in the UV is less sensitive

to black body radiation shifts which pose a limiting factor in the uncertainty of all

atomic clock systems (see, for example, Fig. 1.1) [6, 10, 12, 17, 30–32]. Another

reason neutral Hg may enjoy a slight advantage as a frequency standard is because

it is the heaviest atom to date to be laser-cooled and trapped which can reduce

motional frequency shifts.

A diagram of the energy level structure of neutral Hg is shown in Fig. 1.2

[29]. Fig. 1.3 shows the atomic energy level structure relevant to the trapping and
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Figure 1.2: The figure (borrowed from Gerhard Herzberg [29] ) shows an energy
level diagram of neutral mercury. Stronger transitions are denoted by lines giving
the wavelength of the energy level spacing (in angstroms).
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Figure 1.3: A simplified energy level diagram of neutral mercury showing the
transitions relevant to trapping and cooling as well as clock transition spectroscopy.

cooling scheme as well as the clock spectroscopy. One advantage of a clock based

on neutral Hg is the simplicity of the scheme required for cooling and trapping.

The 1S0 - 3P1 cooling transition in neutral mercury has a linewidth γ
2π

of 1.3 MHz,
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yielding a theoretical doppler-limited cooling temperature of just 31 µK (see section

4.4). A single laser both traps and cools the Hg atoms in a single stage, with no

need for a repump laser.

A clock based on neutral Hg atoms presents some challenges. Perhaps the biggest

challenge lies in development and implementation of the laser sources at the required

deep UV wavelengths. We have developed and implemented laser sources for our

cooling/trapping and spectroscopy lasers, which I address at length in this disser-

tation.

1.7 Nuetral Mercury Isotopes

Mercury has five neutral isotopes which occur naturally in enough abundance to be

considered for cooling and trapping. They are Hg198, Hg199, Hg200, Hg201, and Hg202.

The even isotopes are magnetically neutral with no net magnetic dipole moment;

they can be cooled and trapped directly on the 1S0 - 3P1 transition allowed by

spin-orbit coupling (see Appendix D ). However there is no naturally occurring

mechanism allowing spectroscopy of the doubly forbidden clock transition 1S0 -

3P0 in these isotopes. In a process known as “quenching” it is possible to realize

spectroscopy of the clock transition in the even isotopes of neutral Hg by artificially

supplying an external DC magentic field to allow coupling to this transition [33].

The odd isotopes of neutral Hg each have a net nuclear magnetic moment which

weakly allows spectroscopy of the 1S0 - 3P0 clock transition through hyperfine mixing

[33, 34]. Spectroscopy of the clock transition in the odd isotopes does not require ap-

plication of an external magnetic field. In our efforts to perform the clock transition
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spectroscopy we focus on the isotope Hg199.

1.8 Dissertation Overview

In chapter 2 I will detail our development of a new laser source used for the cooling

and trapping of neutral Hg. Chapter 3 will give details of our neutral Hg MOT

construction, while chapter 4 will describe our efforts to characterize the properties

of our MOT. Chapter 5 details spectroscopy of the clock transition in Hg199 and

establishes methodology in our lab for determining the drift rate of our ultra-high

finesse reference cavity. Using the previously determined 1S0
3P0 clock transition

frequency of neutral Hg199 we make a determination of the absolute frequency of a

group of iodine transitions used as an intermediate reference for finding the Hg199

clock transition from day to day. Chapter 6 discusses future work to be done to

improve the experiment as well as future research that may be pursued by our lab

using this new system.
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CHAPTER 2

A Laser at 254 nm for Cooling and Trapping Neutral Hg

Cooling and trapping neutral Hg requires a stable single-frequency UV source to

drive the 1S0−3P1 transition. The transition has a linewidth of 1.3 MHz at 253.7 nm

so the source linewidth must be stabilized to much less than this. We decided to use

an optically pumped semiconductor laser (OPSL) as our source. This type of laser is

also commonly known and referred to in the laser community as a vertical external

cavity surface emitting laser (VECSEL) or a semiconductor disk laser (SDL). OPSLs

are a fast-growing field of technological development and are finding a home in a

variety of applications including atomic spectroscopy [35–37].

2.1 A High Power, Single Frequency, Narrow Linewidth Source Laser

2.1.1 Properties of OPSLs

OPSLs combine several features of both solid-state lasers and semiconductor lasers

that make them prime candidates for atomic spectroscopy applications. OPSL can

achieve very high output power [38–40] while maintaining a high quality spatial

beam profile defined by an external cavity as is the case with solid-state lasers

[41, 42]. However like semiconductor diode lasers they have an intrinsically narrow

quantum-limited linewidth [43] and in practice are limited largely by low-frequency

mechanical noise of the laser cavity. Using active stabilization OPSLs have been
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shown to achieve laser linewidths of less than 10 kHz by inference from a measure-

ment of spectral noise density [44, 45]. OPSLs can lase with robust single frequency

operation without mode-hopping for long periods of time [36, 43–45]. Our own

efforts at OPSL frequency stabilization and robust single-frequency operation are

detailed in sections 2.7, and 2.2 respectively.

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of OPSLs is that they can be engi-

neered to lase at user-defined wavelengths that are inaccessible to many solid-state

laser systems. OPSL operating wavelength is engineered based on the depth of the

quantum wells chosen during construction and etching of the semiconductor chip

material, and can in principle be designed to operate at custom wavelengths limited

only by the transparency properties of the chip itself. By taking advantage of fre-

quency doubling and quadrupling techniques, a wide range of wavelengths from the

deep UV to visible light previously inaccessible by straightforward means can now

be reached. This has allowed several groups to use OPSL technology to produce

laser systems operating at unconventional wavelengths for various purposes [46–49]

including atomic spectroscopy [36, 37]. A major factor influencing our choice of

the OPSL as a candidate for our cooling and trapping laser is the presence of the

novel lasers research group down the hall here at the University of Arizona College

of Optical Sciences. Kaneda et. al. demonstrated a high-power single-frequency

laser in the deep UV by means of frequency quadrupling an OPSL in two doubling

stages [50]. Though this particular demonstration did not investigate the linewidth

of the OPSL laser or give details of its single-frequency operation, the laser system

appeared to be a promising candidate for single-frequency UV operation.
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As OPSLs had never been used before to our knowledge to perform precision

atomic spectroscopy in the deep UV we collaborated with the aforementioned re-

search group here at the University of Arizona to build and characterize a new OPSL

system at 254 nm and evaluate it as a tool for our laser cooling and trapping ex-

periment. We first took the approach of injection-locking the OPSL laser in a ring

cavity geometry in order to achieve a narrow-linewidth operation for our cooling

laser. Below the OPSL cavity lasing threshold we could clearly see gain imparted

to our 30 mW commercial diode seed laser, however the seed power coupled into

the cavity was not high enough to suppress independent, bi-directional lasing of

the OPSL. We made an outright measurement of the free-running linewidth of the

OPSL by heterodyne beatnote with our diode laser which showed a free-running

OPSL linewidth of less than 300 kHz on a millisecond time scale. We determined

that further investigation of injection locking of the OPSL would be unnecessary

due to its intrinsically narrow free-running linewidth at our required 1-2 W power

level.

2.1.2 OPSL Chip Structure and Micro-Cavity Resonance

An OPSL device is essentially a high-reflectivity mirror with gain. Detailed modeling

of the semiconductor properties and device description of OPSL chips is given by

Moloney et. al. [51]. The OPSL consists of a distributed bragg reflector (DBR)

stack made of 20-30 layers of alternating materials such as Al-GaAs/AlAs. On top of

the DBR mirror a resonant periodic gain (RPG) structure with embedded InGaAs

quantum well (QW) sites providing gain. The RPG is “capped” with a InGaP
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Figure 2.1: The OPSL chip structure forms a microcavity resonance within the
resonant periodic gain (RPG) portion of the stacked layers. This figure is borrowed
with permission from the dissertation of Tsuei-Lian Wang [52].

layer to provide the air interface. Fig. 2.1 is borrowed with permission from the

Ph.D. dissertation of Tsuei-Lian Wang [52] and shows a diagram of the standing

wave electric field profile overlayed on the refractive index structure of the chip. The

InGaAs quantum well sites which provide the laser gain coincide with the standing

wave anti-nodes at the desired wavelength of operation. Their periodic spacing in

the RPG structure between the DBR mirror and InGaP air interface determines the

lasing wavelength of the OPSL device. The RPG region between the DBR and the

air interface is referred to as the “microcavity” [52]. Its length scale is on the order
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Figure 2.2: An OPSL at 1015 nm serves as the source laser for laser-cooling and
trapping neutral Hg. The laser is pre-stabilized to a reference cavity and frequency-
quadrupled in two external resonant cavities. The final UV output beam is spatially
filtered and divided between the MOT and a Hg reference cell.

of microns, as opposed to the external cavity which is completed using an external

mirror and can be up to tens of centimeters in length.

When the OPSL chip is pumped local heating will cause the microcavity to ex-

pand and the spacing of the QW gain sites (and therefore the anti-node resonances)

will increase, significantly changing the resonant wavelength of the microcavity.

Anecdotally we have seen the lasing wavelength of the OPSL devices change by

more than 20 nm from pumping threshold to full power operation. Section 2.3

addresses our efforts to manage this issue in our system.

2.2 OPSL Source Laser Construction

A schematic of the OPSL laser system used for laser cooling and trapping neutral Hg

is shown in Fig. 2.2. The OPSL itself lases at 1014.90 nm (measured in vacuum)

and is frequency quadrupled in two external doubling stages. We sample a small
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amount of light before the frequency doubling stages to be used for stabilizing the

OPSL cavity frequency to a passive reference cavity. After the second frequency

doubling stage we sample the UV output beam for spectrscopy of the neutral Hg

ground state transition in a 1 mm-thick Hg reference cell. The main UV output

beam is used for MOT cooling and trapping.

Our OPSL source laser, shown in Fig. 2.3, is a simple two-mirror resonator

formed with the OPSL device itself acting as one of the end mirrors. An optical

pump beam at 808 nm is focused onto an area of the chip that overlaps with the

mode defined by the external cavity. Decent overlap of the pump spot and cavity

mode area (both in spot size and position) is crucial to maximize power output, and

ensure single-frequency operation. Importance of pump spot size to single frequency

operation is discussed in section 2.4.

A few practical words on initial cavity alignment are in order. In practice it

helps to inject some light from an alignment laser (having a wavelength outside the

reflection band of the cavity mirrors) backwards through the cavity, focusing it to a

small spot on the chip. If aligned properly this spot will be commensurate with the

location of the laser cavity mode (or at least reasonably close to it). A simple CCD

camera may then be used to image the chip surface while overlapping the pump light

with the alignment beam spot. Careful attention to alignment during this procedure

minimizes the time and effort required to align the laser cavity and may result in

immediate lasing when the pump power is increased beyond the lasing threshold

level. If planning to add intracavity elements to force single-frequency operation or

control wavelength it is easiest to get the empty cavity lasing first, then add filters
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Figure 2.3: The OPSL cavity consists of the OPSL chip, a second curved end mirror
attached to a ring piezo, and the pump beam. Two additional intracavity elements, a
birefringent filter and an uncoated etalon, help to enforce single frequency operation.
The cavity length is approximately 5 cm, limited by footprint of intracavity optics.

and make necessary adjustments afterwards.

The OPSL chip is held firmly against a water cooling block to dissipate heat

produced from the pump laser. The second cavity mirror is a 2% output coupler

having a radius of curvature of 10 cm and the total cavity length is 5 cm. The

calculated beam waist/diameter defined by the cavity on the surface of the OPSL

chip is 125/250 µm. There is a trade-off between determining optimal spot size and
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available pump power. Using an end mirror with a larger radius of curvature (say,

30 cm) would allow for a larger mode size on the chip providing more gain area and

allowing for increased power output while maintaining single frequency operation.

Laurain et. al. [38] recently demonstrated a single-frequency laser with over 15 W

output power by employing these methods. Note that a larger cavity mode size

requires a pump source with correspondingly higher output power since the pump

spot power density on the chip decreases with size. Higher pump power is required

to reach lasing threshold, but the slope of the conversion efficiency is higher when

using a larger area of the OPSL chip for gain and can result in much higher output

power.

The curved mirror is glued to a small “ring actuator” piezo electric element

purchased from Noliac. The piezo itself is glued to a heavy copper mass bored

through the center to allow outcoupling of the laser light. The piezo is driven by one

channel of Thorlabs controller MDT693A. The copper mass is held in a standard

1” mirror mount. Our first iteration for the output coupler used a 1
2
” diameter

mirror and a ring actuator piezo element with outer/inner diameter of 8/3 mm.

Our current iteration uses a smaller mirror substrate and a smaller piezo (6/2 mm)

to increase the mechanical resonance frequency of the feedback system and achieve

a faster feedback bandwidth for small cavity corrections as detailed in section 2.7.

This spot on the chip is pumped with up to 25 W optical power from a fiber-

coupled diode-bar pump laser from Apollo Instruments. The pump beam emerges

from the 200 um fiber core. The beam is collimated and focused using lenses of the

same focal length to produce a spot size on the chip that will have unitary magnifi-
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cation, or a diameter of ∼200 µm. The choice of pump spot size will be discussed in

section 2.4. The pump beam is directed onto the chip with a small turning mirror.

This slightly distorts the transverse profile of the pump beam spot on the chip, so

care is taken to minimize the incident angle of the beam. Another practical limita-

tion of using the turning mirror is the required increase in the minimum length of

the cavity. It has been shown that pumping the chip directly through the output

coupler allows one to make a very short cavity [43] with very large longitudinal mode

spacing. The significance of the cavity length will be discussed in section 2.4.

2.3 Thermal Management of OPSL Device

To achieve high optical output power the OPSL devices are in turn pumped us-

ing high optical powers. Recent deomstrations using water-cooled/nitrogen-cooled

systems have demonstrated OPSL output powers in excess of 47/70 W with pump

powers greater than 90/190 W respectively [39, 40]. Typically our OPSL devices

exhibit an optical absorption of around 60% therefore high pump powers incident

on the OPSL chips necessitate an efficient cooling scheme for transferring heat away

from the semiconductor device. The structure of the OPSL devices lend themselves

to an efficient one-dimensional cooling scheme similar to that employed by disc

lasers. Our OPSL chip is solder-bonded to a 5 x 5 x 1 mm diamond heat spreader

for efficient thermal conductivity. Good bonding technique is critical for good ther-

mal conductivity and for producing a sample free of surface ridges or bumps, where

solder may have collected between the chip material and heat spreader. In prac-

tice chips that visually show such defects will usually burn when exposed to high
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Figure 2.4: When the absorbed pump power approaches the heat transfer capability
of the cooling system, the OPSL output power ceases to increase with increasing
pump power. Increasing the pump power beyond this point causes the laser to
experience temporary catastrophic thermal failure and lasing ceases.

pump power. If the chip surfaces are very bad they can even burn at very low

alignment-level pump powers (<2 W).

When the pump power is increased such that the power density on the chip

approaches the heat transfer capability of the cooling system, the laser output power

will cease to increase with increasing pump power. This process, due to intrinsic

properties of the OPSL chip structure and also the lasing conditions required for

off-resonant pumping [40, 51], is referred to as “thermal rollover”. When the pump

power is increased beyond the thermal rollover point, the conditions for lasing will
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experience catastrophic thermal failure and lasing will cease. Brief catastrophic

thermal failure does not necessarily mean that the chip is permanently damaged. If

the pump power is immediately decreased to acceptable levels, lasing will generally

start again and continue as long as the chip has not been damaged.

Thermal rollover is not necessarily an issue seen only at high powers. Since

thermal rollover depends on both heat removal and pump power density, failure to

address either issue can limit overall output power. We show the thermal rollover

phenomenon for an early version of our OPSL source in Fig. 2.4. In this example our

OPSL exhibits thermal rollover at low pump power and output power both because

of poor heat removal (the chip was not water cooled), and because the pump spot

size was very small (<100 µm).

In our current setup we press the OPSL chip (mounted on the diamond heat sink)

firmly (but carefully!) against the water cooling block surface using a small metallic

cover plate. The cover plate has an aperture allowing pump laser access to the chip

surface. A thin layer of Indium foil wetted with a drop of acetone helps to increase

the thermal conductivity between the diamond heat sink and the water block. The

cooling block is chilled with water held in a bath at 5◦ C. Operating at such a low

temperature is not ideal, but necessary for us to coarsley “tune” the gain bandwidth

peak to our required wavelength at 1014.90 nm. The laser sits in a box with a

nitrogen purge overpressure which allows us to operate at such low temperature

and reduce the risk of condensation on the chip. Increasing or decreasing the bath

temperature allows us to shift the peak of the OPSL gain curve to roughly tune the

lasing wavelength as well as increase the peak power output of our OPSL laser at
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the desired operating wavelength. Changing the bath temperature by ∼10◦ C will

typically shift the gain curve a few nanometers. The best solution for wavelength

selection where possible is careful design of the OPSL chip microcavity resonance

so that the desired wavelength is achieved at a reasonable coolant temperature and

pump power.

2.4 Wavelength and Single-frequency Stabilization of the OPSL

The OPSL gain bandwidth spans many nanometers. Some of our OPSL chips can

lase over a bandwidth of ∼14 nm. Preliminary experimental results show that while

the gain profile appears to be rather flat at low pump powers, the gain peak narrows

substantially with increasing pump power on the OPSL. Peak power performance

can be very sensitive to operating wavelength, dropping by a factor of two or more

when forcing lasing 1-2 nm away from the gain peak.

OPSL devices generally allow many transverse and longitudinal modes to lase

simultaneously, which is not ideal operation for precision spectroscopy experiments.

In order to force lasing for only the fundamental TE00 transverse mode of the cavity,

the pump laser spot size on the chip is chosen to be slightly smaller than the cavity

mode diameter on the chip. In practice we try to use a pump spot size that will be

approximately 90 % of the beam diameter defined on the OPSL chip by the cavity

mode. This results in some loss for the fundamental mode, but because the larger

profile transverse modes see a much higher loss this method is very effective for

suppressing higher-order transverse modes on the laser output.

Forcing single longitudinal mode output can also be challenging. One can in-
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troduce intracavity filters to force single frequency output as well as lasing at a

particular wavelength [44]. Another effective way to reduce the number of lasing

longitudinal modes is to simply make the cavity very short so that the free spectral

range is very large. If the cavity is sufficiently short (<1 cm), the OPSL can lase

with just a single longitudinal mode without the need for any intracavity filters

and is frequency tunable over a wide range without exhibiting mode hopping [43].

However this configuration does not work for us because the wavelength cannot be

set by the user.

Since we cannot sacrifice precise wavelength control we utilize both a relatively

short cavity length and the appropriate intracavity filters to allow precision wave-

length selection. The increased cavity length needed to accomodate the wavelength

selection filter necessitates yet another intracavity filter to facilitate single longitudi-

nal mode operation. The length of the cavity is 5 cm, yielding a free spectral range

of ∼3 GHz. We can scan the OPSL laser frequency over one free spectral range

without any mode hops. After the frequency is quadrupled this ultimately results

in a UV scan range of ∼12 GHz mode-hop free.

Two intracavity elements allow us to select the wavelength and to force single-

frequency operation of the laser. First, a 2 mm-thick birefringent quartz plate is

placed in the cavity at Brewster’s angle to ensure linear ‘p’ polarization for the

laser output. Because the plate’s birefringence is wavelength dependent, it rotates

the many wavelengths’ polarization state by different amounts within the cavity.

Only those wavelengths whose polarizations are rotated through a full 180◦ back

to a ‘p’ polarization state with each pass will escape the fresnel losses from the
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plate at Brewster’s angle and be allowed to lase. The plate therefore acts as a Lyot

filter or birefringent filter (BF), allowing only certain wavelengths to lase within the

cavity. The BF is mounted on a goniometer stage allowing it to be rotated in a

way that allows for continuous tuning of the allowed wavelength so that virtually

all wavelengths in the OPSL gain bandwidth are accessible.

The second intracavity filter element is a simple uncoated etalon having a thick-

ness of 750 µm. The etalon acts as a low-finesse fabry perot filter. This increases the

losses seen by modes not resonant with the etalon’s passband. For our system the

overlap of the BF and etalon passbands allows just a single mode to lase, and forces

single-frequency output from the laser. In theory, slightly tilting the intracavity

etalon would allow continuous tuning, but in practice this normally causes the laser

to simply “hop” to an adjacent longitudinal mode. In our cavity even this mode-hop

tuning typically works over just a few free spectral ranges of the OPSL cavity and

cannot be employed to tune over the entire free spectral range of the etalon (200

GHz). This means there are still large “dead” areas where lasing is not allowed

due to the etalon transmission peaks spaced by the etalon FSR. These areas cannot

be accessed by continuous tuning of the birefringent filter in conjunction with the

etalon passband. In a textbook manifestation of Murphy’s Law it just so happens

that for our system the ground state transitions for the isotopes of neutral Hg are

located almost exactly in the middle of such a “dead” region. There are two ways

to get around this issue. First, one can experiment with various etalon thicknesses

until a lasing mode matches the desired frequency output. Second, one can heat the

etalon causing a slight thermal expansion which will shift the etalon transmission
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peaks. We chose the latter method. The etalon is held in a lens mount, to which

we clamp a thermal electric cooler (TEC). By running a constant current through

the TEC (no active control employed) we achieve a steady state temperature for the

etalon so that the allowed lasing frequency of the OPSL corresponds to the ground

state transitions of the neutral Hg isotopes. We verified that with this rough tem-

perature control of the etalon we could thermally tune the etalon through its full

free spectral range and access all of the “dead” frequency space.

Since we do not employ active temperature control on the etalon or the OPSL

chip itself, it takes the laser roughly 30 minutes to one hour to reach thermal equilib-

rium upon starting it in the morning. However if left alone upon startup the OPSL

laser will reliably return to the same settings day after day and lase at the same

frequency. It is probable that this warm-up time could be reduced significantly or

perhaps eliminated with active thermal stabilization of the intracavity etalon and

the OPSL chip.

Environmental isolation of the OPSL laser cavity is essential to prevent mode-

hopping as well as large amplitude, low frequency fluctuations due to air currents,

and to facilitate consistent single frequency performance. To isolate the OPSL laser

cavity we build the laser on its own breadboard and set this on a floating optical

table; we also built a small plastic box around the OPSL source laser and used an

AR-coated window for coupling out the IR light. I mention these seemingly obvious

steps simply to point out that without them, the OPSL source laser experiences

frequent mode-hops and occasional multi-mode behavior even with the use of our

filters. Simply providing enough environmental isolation (in combination with the
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intra-cavity elements described above) makes sustained single-frequency operation

possible over a time period of many hours. In practice we have run the laser for

over 12 hours at a time without any instances of mode-hopping or multi-frequency

behavior.

2.5 Second Harmonic Generation in the First External Doubling Cavity

The frequency of the OPSL is quadrupled using two external doubling cavities. Sec-

ond harmonic generation using a nonlinear crystal inside a passive enhancement

cavity may yield extremely high conversion efficiencies [53] due to the high intensi-

ties that can be built up in such a cavity. In second harmonic generation, optimizing

the beam waist inside the nonlinear crystal to obtain the highest possible conversion

efficiency involves a trade-off between focusing to a small beam profile to achieve

high intensities for the nonlinear interaction, and maximizing the volume of interac-

tion in the crystal for maximum conversion to the second harmonic. Optimization of

the beam waist and confocal parameter is thoroughly reviewed by Boyd and Klein-

mann [54]. The task in designing a passive enhancement cavity for second harmonic

generation then is simply to construct a cavity where the beam waist and confocal

parameter inside the nonlinear crystal match the optimization parameters set forth

in Boyd and Kleinmann.

Our first doubling stage shown in Fig. 2.5 uses a ring cavity geometry in order

to avoid optical feedback to the OPSL source laser. Initially we had no need for

an optical isolator after the OPSL source, as the OPSL seemed very resistant to

feedback effects, but as the single-frequency power climbed to over 1 W we noticed
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Figure 2.5: 1015 nm light from the OPSL source laser is coupled into an external
ring cavity and frequency doubled using a 2 cm brewster-cut LBO nonlinear crystal.

feedback effects presumably from back scattering and therefore added a single optical

isolator between the OPSL source laser and first doubling cavity. After the optical

isolator the beam passes through a telescope for mode-matching purposes. For the

nonlinear frequency conversion we use a Brewster-cut, 2 cm long lithium niobate

(LBO) crystal designed to be phase-matched near room temperature. LBO has a

high nonlinear coefficient and a low “walk-off” angle which minimizes distortion of

the transverse profile in the generated second harmonic beam. Though our LBO

crystal is designed for Type I critical phase matching at Brewster’s angle, it seems

that the optimal phase-matching condition is also rather sensitive to temperature.

To achieve temperature stabilization and tunability, the crystal is enclosed in a

custom copper mount placed on a TEC and controlled with an HTC 3000 module

from Wavelength Electronics. Indium foil is used to ensure a snug fit around the

crystal inside the copper mount and provide good thermal conductivity. The passive

enhancement cavity is formed using two 7.5 cm radius of curvature mirrors spaced by
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9 cm with the LBO crystal centered between them. The flat mirrors are arranged

so the beam path forms a so-called “bow-tie” cavity having a total length of 52

cm. The Brewster-cut nonlinear crystal introduces astigmatism in the cavity mode

and makes mode-matching difficult. However, a non-zero angle of incidence on the

curved mirrors also introduces astigmatism in the fundamental cavity mode and has

the reverse effect as the crystal. Our cavity is designed so that the two effects will

cancel each other after one round trip.

The LBO doubling cavity length is stabilized to the OPSL source laser cavity

by means of a small piezo stack glued to the back of a small, flat cavity mirror.

The piezo is glued to a small brass weighted mass designed to be held in a half-

inch mirror mount and is driven by one channel of the Thorlabs open loop piezo

driver (MDT693A). Using this simple scheme we can achieve a feedback bandwidth

of ∼27 kHz for cavity stabilization limited by mechanical resonance of the piezo-

mirror system. Mechanical resonance was determined by optimizing settings on

our servo controller, locking the cavity and turning up the gain until oscillations

occur. Looking at the error signal on a spectrum analyzer we could easily see a

large spike at the mechanical resonance frequency. To provide a correction error

signal to the piezo we employ the method developed by Hansch and Couillad [55].

This method utilizes the difference in phase change upon reflection from a resonant

cavity for ‘s’ and ‘p’ polarized light when cavity losses seen by the two respective

polarization components differ. For our resonant cavity contatining a Brewster-cut

nonlinear crystal there is a sharp difference in cavity losses for the two incident

polarizations. The polarization phase discriminator requires a quarter waveplate
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and a way to separate, measure, and subtract signals from the reflected ‘s’ and

‘p’ polarized light. We accomplish this with a very compact scheme. After the

quarter waveplate, the light is sent to a circuit consisting of a birefringent crystal

1.5 cm in length glued using 5-minute epoxy (transparent to the incident light) onto

a two-element photodiode placed in a differential amplifier circuit. The signals from

‘s’ and ‘p’ polarized light are subtracted producing a strong dispersive error signal

corresponding to the cavity resonance, which we use to keep the cavity resonant

with the incoming OPSL light.

One curved mirror in our cavity has a dichroic coating designed to be a high

reflector for the IR light and transmit >95% of the green second harmonic. Typically

we have ∼1.0 W incident IR power going to the cavity, and ∼370 mW of green

light exiting the cavity for a conversion efficiency of ∼37%. Fig. 2.6 shows our

highest and most efficient overall power conversion for each stage of the fourth-

harmonic generation. The graph in Fig. 2.6 shows that with an incident IR

power of 1287 mW, the corresponding generated second harmonic power is 545 mW,

yielding a conversion of 42%. Several factors influence the conversion efficiency. The

data shows that the conversion efficiency scales with the incident power. Another

factor in maintaining high conversion efficiency is keeping cavity mirrors and crystal

surfaces clean so that impedence matching of cavity losses to the ∼1% input coupler

will stem from second harmonic conversion rather than scattering losses. We use

a positive pressure nitrogen purge to keep the doubling cavities and the OPSL

source laser cavity dry and free of contamination. Other groups have demonstrated

higher powers and higher conversion efficiency for second harmonic generation in
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Figure 2.6: A graph of conversion power from the IR OPSL light at 1015 nm to the
second harmonic at 508 nm to the UV at 254 nm. With ∼1300 mW of IR power,
we achieve 42% conversion of IR power to the green (545 mW) and 9% conversion
of IR power to the UV (124 mW).

an external cavity [50, 53, 56], but the power generated in our system is more than

enough for our application. Of greater concern to us is the laser frequency stability

discussed in section 2.7.

When the second harmonic beam exits the first doubling cavity an attempt to

collimate the spatial profile is made. Due to the small walk-off angle in the LBO

crystal the aspect ratio of our transverse beam profile after the first doubling cavity

is ∼2:1. We use cylindrical lenses to approximately collimate the beam with a ∼1:1

profile. Here the point must be made that of the two transverse profile directions,
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Figure 2.7: (a) Layout for the second frequency doubling cavity. A second brewster
element serves as the output coupler to avoid UV damage to the curved mirror
substrate. (b) Green light scattering shows the path defined by the optical cavity.
UV output can be seen by flourescence from a business card.

only one direction has a true gaussian beam spatial profile. In the nonlinear con-

version direction, the transverse profile is better represented with a super-gaussian

or even top-hat profile if the walk-off angle is severe. Beam shaping at this point

is therefore no longer a trivial matter. However, we decided against an exhaustive

approach to beam shaping and simply collimated the beam as best we could. Our

subsequent mode-matching to the second stage frequency-doubling cavity was there-

fore not optimal and we were never able to fully optimize the power coupled into

the cavity. However once again this was passable for the UV power requirements of

our application.

2.6 Fourth Harmonic Generation in a Second Doubling Cavity

The layout of our second frequency doubling cavity is shown in Fig. 2.7. Green

light at 507.5 nm from the first doubling cavity is focused into the cavity through

one of the curved cavity mirrors having a dichroic coating. The beam sees a negative
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lens due to the curved cavity mirror so only one external, positive lens is required

for the mode-matching. Similar to the first doubling cavity, the second cavity uses

two 7.5cm radius of curvature mirrors and two flat mirrors to form a “bow-tie”

cavity. The nonlinear medium used in the second enhancement cavity is a 1 cm long

Brewster-cut beta barium borate (BBO) crystal designed for Type I critical phase

matching at room temperature. The main factors in selecting BBO for this stage

in the harmonic conversion are its transparency at 254 nm and its relatively low

cost. Phase matching in our BBO crystal is insensitive to crystal temperature and

so does not rely on active temperature control. We do, however, actively heat and

control the temperature of the BBO crystal in the same manner as the LBO crystal

to keep it warm (room temperature) and free of any possible condensation.

As before, we design the cavity so that the cavity mode incident angle on the

curved mirrors will cancel any astigmatism introduced by the intracavity Brewster-

cut crystal after one round trip. The cavity length is stabilized by way of a small

mirror glued to a piezo, glued to a brass element and controlled with a piezo driver as

in the first doubling cavity. We again use the Hansch-Couillad polarization stabiliza-

tion scheme for the discriminator and to produce the error signal to lock the cavity

into resonance with the incoming light and achieve a similar feedback bandwidth as

the first doubling stage ( 27 kHz).

In a departure from the first doubling cavity design, we use an additional Brew-

ster element placed between the BBO crystal and a curved cavity mirror to couple

UV light out of the cavity rather than letting it pass through a curved dichroic

mirror. The Brewster element is a flat dichroic mirror, highly reflective for the ‘s’
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polarized UV (253.7 nm) light and transparent for the ‘p’ polarized green (507.5 nm)

light. A second brewster element in the cavity adds complexity and, unavoidably,

additional cavity losses leading to overall lower buildup and SHG conversion from

green light to deep UV, but avoids the issue of UV damage of an expensive dichroic

output coupler in the long run. Damage to optics due to prolonged UV exposure

was cited as the most likely causes for power degredation for a number of groups

employing a similar frequency quadrupling technique in the deep UV [56, 57]. Our

system avoids the issue of the output coupler substrate being damaged, but is still

susceptible to possible UV damage that may occur within the BBO crystal itself.

As with the second-harmonic beam, the fourth-harmonic beam experiences some

spatial distortion in its transverse profile. However, because of the significantly

higher walk-off angle in BBO than in LBO, and because of the difference in diffrac-

tion for UV light at this shorter wavelength the distortion in the propagating beam

is more prounounced. The higher walk-off angle in the BBO phase-matching con-

dition means that after exiting the BBO crystal the transverse beam profile in the

phase-matching direction will be much wider in the crystal than the non-phase-

matched direction and so will propagate very differently. Added to this will be the

same issue that the phase-matched direction profile will have a “top hat” profile

while in the other transverse direction the profile will be gaussian. Because of the

short wavelength (253.7 nm) the beam diffracts very slowly and takes a relatively

long propagation path of nearly 4 m to reach the far field. As the beam profile along

the phase-matched direction is constantly changing during this propagation we must

wait until the beam reaches the far field steady state spatial profile, where the light
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can be used for cooling and trapping. The alternative to such a long propagation

arm is to focus the beam down through a spatial filter (typically a small circular

aperture) such that the resulting beam is more uniform and propagates approxi-

mately as a gaussian beam. The drawback to this approach is a loss in beam power.

We cannot afford this loss in our system, so we decided on a special scheme for the

spatial filtering. We use a cylindrical lens to collimate the UV beam 10 cm after

exiting the BBO crystal only in the direction having a gaussian profile so that the

aspect ratio is approximately 1:1. In the other transverse direction the beam hardly

changes because diffraction at this short wavelength is minimal over such distances.

Next we use a 10 cm lens to focus the beam. In the focal plane the two transverse

profiles will be different. In the gaussian profile direction the beam will still have a

gaussian profile. In the mode-matching walk-off direction the beam profile will be

the Fourier transform of a “top hat” profile which is a Sinc function. The central

lobe of the Sinc function is a good approximation of a gaussian. We use a horizontal

slit at the focal plane to filter the beam only in the direction with the Sinc profile.

The slit is mounted to a translation stage and has an actuator that allows us to close

the slit in the vertical direction until the far-field beam is optimized for transmitted

power and gaussian-like spatial profile. Fig. 2.8 shows the far-field UV beam profile

when the slit is open to allow the beam through unfiltered, and when it is closed,

providing spatial filtering in the walk-off direction. After spatially filtering the beam

profile is nearly gaussian in both directions, with negligible diffraction effects from

the filter. We achieve >90% power transmission through the spatial filter and a

smooth beam profile in the far field with ease of effort. After filtering at the focal
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: (a) Spatial profile of the far-field UV beam without spatial filtering,
and (b) after the slit is closed, spatially filtering the beam. Over 90% of the beam
power is transmitted through the spatial filter.

plane the UV light is collimated with a second lens and sent to our stabilization arm

as well as to the MOT.

From time to time it seems the UV power generated in this second doubling stage

degrades and the cavity must be adjusted. Sometimes power can be restored simply

by cleaning the cavity mirror surfaces of any dust or buildup, or even by carefully

cleaning the crystal surfaces using isopropynol (generally speaking this should not

be attempted, as surface damage to the crystals can easily occur). If this does not

restore the power the crystal position is adjusted so that a new spot is being pumped.
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We can usually achieve the same conversion efficiencies (plotted in Fig. 2.6) with

only a modest effort at cavity realignment. Day to day we typically operate with

∼900 mW IR light incident on the first doubling cavity, ∼370 mW incident green

(507.5 nm) light incident on the second doubling cavity, and couple 50-60 mW of

UV light out of the cavity. This yields an IR to green conversion efficiency of 41%,

a green-UV conversion efficiency of ∼15% and an overall IR-UV conversion of ∼8%.

Fig. 2.6 shows that our highest overall UV output power with 545 mW incident

green light was 124 mW.

2.7 OPSL Stabilization to the Hg Ground-State 1S0 −3 P1 Transition

The litmus test of our OPSL as a cooling and trapping source for the magneto-optical

trap (MOT) for neutral Hg is whether the laser can reliably operate with a frequency

linewidth less than that of the 1S0−3 P1 ground-state transition in Hg (∼1.3 MHz),

and whether we can demonstrate sufficient stability and control of the laser frequency

to drive this transition for long periods of time. When first investigating the OPSL

as a source for laser-cooling and trapping we made a preliminary measurement of its

free-running linewidth by heterodyne beatnote detection with a commercial diode

laser having a free-running linewidth of ∼200 kHz (millisecond time scale) and found

the OPSL linewidth to be ∼300 kHz. We use an active feedback loop to correct for

the low-frequency mechanical noise in the OPSL cavity by means of a ring piezo

glued to the cavity output coupler on one side and to a heavy copper mass on the

other. The heavy copper mass reduces vibrational modes of the feedback system.

The ring piezo is purchased from Noliac and has an outer/inner diameter of 6/2
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mm. The small inner diameter allows us to still couple the beam out of the cavity

straight through the output coupler, and out of a hole drilled through the copper

mass, with a modest alignment effort.

In order to reduce the linewidth of the OPSL we employ a simple side-of-fringe

lock to a passive reference cavity consisting of a 10 cm long zerodur (low-expasion

glass) spacer with two curved mirrors (radius of curvature 30 cm) glued to either

end. One of the mirrors has a large piezo ring actuator (outer/inner diameter 8/6

mm) glued between the mirror and the spacer to facilitate scanning of the reference

cavity. The linewidth of the cavity is 1 MHz, calibrated using 12.5 MHz sideband

modulation of a commercial diode laser. The side of fringe method of locking is not

generally fit for optimum narrow linewidth performance as other methods such as

Pound Drever-Hall can produce a sharper discriminate for tighter locking, but this

simple stabilization method is sufficient for our requirements.

After locking to the reference cavity, the OPSL linewidth was determined by

heterodyne beatnote detection with a commercial diode laser from TOPTICA locked

to another cavity using the Pound-Drever Hall technique and having a linewidth of

∼20 kHz. Fig. 2.9 shows the heterodyne beatnote between the two lasers using

our first iteration output coupler, as viewed on a spectrum analyzer. The recorded

beatnote linewidth is 70 kHz. As the Toptica laser linewidth during the time of

taking this data was a significant fraction of the beatnote linewidth (∼20 kHz), this

suggests that the OPSL linewidth is somewhat less than 70 kHz. A 70 kHz linewidth

in the IR yields a linewidth of <300 kHz in the UV, well within our requirement

for the UV linewidth to be less than 1.3 MHz. The feedback bandwidth of the
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Figure 2.9: OPSL linewidth while stabilized to zerodur reference cavity as recorded
by heterodyne beatnote with a narrow-linewidth diode laser on a 10 ms time scale.
The linewidth shown is 70 kHz (resolution bandwidth 30 kHz). The feedback band-
width of the lock at the time of taking data was ∼3 kHz.

OPSL piezo/output coupler mirror for this measurement was ∼3 kHz, determined

by increasing the gain of the servo until the lock exhibited strong oscillations and

monitoring the error signal on a RF spectrum analyzer to see a spike at 3 kHz.

Since taking the data shown in Fig. 2.9, the OPSL output coupler and piezo were

changed to smaller, lighter versions which increased the feedback bandwidth from 3

kHz to 27 kHz. This allows us to lock tighter to the zero-dur reference cavity (still

using a simple side-of-fringe lock) and preliminary experimental results suggest that

we achieve an OPSL source linewidth of <10 kHz in the IR, in good agreement with
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other determinations of OPSL cavity linewidth using active feedback [38, 44, 45].

With the OPSL laser linewidth requirement satisfied, we now demonstrate con-

trol and stability of the laser frequency by performing precision spectroscopy of the

1S0 −3 P1 Hg ground-state transition. After the UV light is generated in the sec-

ond doubling stage and undergoes the beam profile correction described earlier it

is divided into two arms. Most of the power is sent to the Hg MOT, while a small

portion is sent to a Hg reference cell for spectroscopy/stabilization. Prior to the

reference cell the beam passes through two acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) from

Crystal Technologies (optimum efficiency near 200 MHz). The first AOM shifts the

frequency down by 199 MHz, while the second shifts the frequency up by 200-205

MHz. This ensures that when the spectroscopy/stabilization beam is on resonance

with the Hg ground state transition, the MOT beam is slightly red-detuned from the

transition in the usual method for MOT formation. We can easily control the detun-

ing of the MOT beam relative to the spectroscopy/stabilization beam by remotely

adjusting frequency shift imparted by the second AOM which we take advantage of

(see section 3.4).

After the second AOM the beam passes through a f=15 cm lens which is placed

so that the ∼1 mW beam (power measured after the two AOMs) will be very gently

focused over a long distance. The beam is then used to perform saturated absorption

spectroscopy on the ground state transition in neutral Hg in a 1 mm-thick reference

cell. There are many isotopes in naturally occurring Hg. We can sort out which

isotopes we are performing spectroscopy on with thanks to F. Bitter [58] for detailing

the relative frequency spacings of the various isotope transitions. Scheid et. al. also
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provide a useful relative mapping of the transition frequency [56]. As the even

isotopes were the most abundant we did a lot of our initial MOT characterization

and instrumentation while cooling and trapping the even isotopes before moving

on to the less-abundant Hg199 for clock transition spectroscopy. We performed

saturated absorption spectroscopy on a number of different isotopes; the transition

wavelengths and detailed scans of the spectroscopy are presented in Appendix D.

While the OPSL laser is locked to a reference cavity (which itself can be scanned

using the ring piezo actuator as outlined above) we achieve a careful controlled scan

as follows: as we scan the reference cavity the OPSL source laser cavity (which is

locked to the reference cavity) follows the reference. The first frequency doubling

cavity follows the OPSL source laser cavity, and the second frequency doubling cav-

ity follows the first frequency doubling cavity providing a stable, controlled frequency

scan of the UV light. When the laser is scanned near the resonance of the Hg ground

state transition in the reference cell we clearly see the absorption profile shown in

Fig. 2.10(a). The figure shows the absorption profile of the Doppler-broadened

ground state transition in Hg200 (FWHM ∼1 GHz) achieved with a single pass of

the laser being swept at ∼30 Hz frequency. While this clearly demonstrates our

ability to locate and scan the Hg ground-state transition, the feature in Fig. 2.10(a)

is not useful in stabilizing the OPSL UV frequency to within a linewidth (1.3 MHz)

of the actual transition frequency as required for laser cooling.

To stabilize the laser to within a linewidth of the actual Hg ground state tran-

sition frequency we must perform saturated absorption spectroscopy in the Hg ref-

erence cell. Using a window to pick off a weak probe from the reference beam, we
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Figure 2.10: (a) Absorption spectroscopy and (b) saturated absorption spec-
troscopy of the ground state 1S0 −3 P1 transition in neutral Hg200. The FWHM
of the Doppler-Broadened absorption profile is ∼1 GHz. (c) The FWHM of the
saturated absorption peak is much narrower, about 4 MHz.

counterpropagate the two beams through the cell in the usual manner to obtain

the doppler-free spectroscopy can shown in Fig. 2.10(b). The figure shows satu-

rated absorption spectroscopy of Hg200 performed with a single sweep of the OPSL

UV laser with no averaging at a scan rate of 30 Hz. Fig. 2.10(c) shows that the

linewidth of the sharp peak observed at the ground state transition frequency is ∼4

MHz (FWHM). A feature on this order is sufficient to provide an error signal for

suitable frequency stabilization and control of the OPSL.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Precision spectroscopy of the Hg ground state. (b) Dispersive error
signal produced by frequency modulation of the Hg probe beam. (c) Free-running
reference cavity drift over 10 seconds. (d) Reference cavity (and thus OPSL) locked
to the Hg ground state cooling transition. The RMS frequency fluctuation is 370
kHz, well within the 1.3 MHz transition linewidth.

We use the frequency-modulation technique to extract an error signal from this

sharp resonance peak. A lock-in amplifier modulates the frequency of the second

AOM at 100 kHz, then uses the output from the photodiode monitoring the satu-

rated absorption signal as the RF input to mix with its internal reference. Fig.

2.11(b) shows the familiar dispersive error signal created at the narrow saturated
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absorption resonance peak by FM modulation of the probe beam, and mixing it with

a reference. Shown in Fig. 2.11(c) is the drift of the laser system when locked to the

reference cavity, measured by manually tuning to the center feature of the dispersive

error signal and then allowing the laser to drift freely. The voltage excursion shown

in the graph corresponds to a thermal cavity drift rate of roughly 1 MHz/second (UV

frequency). The thermal cavity drift rate has since been improved (we exchanged

an invar spacer with a low-expansion zerodur glass spacer) so that it now only drifts

on a MHz/minute time-scale (UV frequency), with maximum excursions less than

10 MHz. Fig. 2.11(d) shows the OPSL laser stabilized to the Hg transition using

the dispersive error signal. We provide a simple, slow correction voltage to the piezo

on the reference cavity using only proportional gain. At this point the OPSL laser

is locked to the Hg200 ground-state transition resonance. We determined the RMS

frequency fluctuation to be ∼320 kHz in the UV which is reasonably consistent with

the 70 kHz linewidth for the OPSL source laser shown in Fig. 2.9. Furthermore,

this is well within the 1.3 MHz ground-state transition linewidth requirement.

These demonstrations are the first that we know of to use absolute frequency

control and frequency stabilization of an OPSL (or VECSEL) source to perform

direct precision atomic spectroscopy in the deep ultraviolet [36]. The OPSL meets

our needs as a source laser for our magneto-optical trap. We expect that in the future

it will play an important role in atomic, molecular, and optical physics research

laboratories as well as in other spectroscopy applications that require sources at

unconventional wavelengths.
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CHAPTER 3

Construction of the Neutral Hg Magneto Optical Trap

3.1 Description and Layout of the Hg MOT and Chamber Apparatus

The main vacuum chamber of our neutral Hg magneto-optical trap (MOT) is de-

picted in Fig. 3.1. It sits roughly 10 inches high on the table and has eight 1.75”

ports accessible from the horizontal direction to allow for pumping, MOT beam ac-

cess, and diagnostic measurements. Two additional 6” ports in the vertical direction

use a reducer flange to convert down to 1.75” ports with anti-reflection coated win-

dows to allow a path for MOT beams in the vertical direction. Surrounding these

two-inch windows and held against the reducer flanges in the vertical direction are

our MOT coils. Six of the eight horizontal access ports and both vertical ports are

sealed with the Kasevich technique [59] using 2” AR-coated UV-grade fused-silica

windows with a 0.5” thickness. In each case we used 2 ft-lbs of torque to compress

the copper gasket knife-edges against the windows.

We have two ion pumps for the main chamber, a 50-liter pump and a 30-liter

pump. The 30-liter pump is positioned close to the vapor chamber while the 50-liter

pump is situated on the opposite side of the main chamber (see Fig. 3.1). Having

two pumps makes it possible to realize a differential pressure between our mercury

vapor chamber and the MOT chamber so an atomic beam may be formed, however

in our present configuration we do not use an atomic beam. For now the two pumps
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Figure 3.1: A picture of the neutral Hg MOT chamber showing the locations of
the vapor chamber, ion pumps, MOT coils and shim coils. The diagram also depicts
the arrangement of the MOT beams.

simply pull vacuum on both the main chamber and the Hg vapor chamber which

are separated only by an open nipple flange. The two chambers essentially share

the same background Hg vapor pressure in this configuration.

All components to be exposed to the inside of vacuum chamber (that were not

ordered “vacuum-ready”) were thoroughly washed in subsequent sonic baths of dis-

tilled water then acetone, and finally hand-washed with methanol and isopropynol

before being introduced into the chamber. This process as well as other helpful
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advice regarding vacuum chambers and maintaining high vacuum is described by

Birnbaum (see the appendix in his Ph.D. dissertation) [60]. Before introducing any

mercury into the vacuum system we performed a week-and-a-half long bakeout of

the chamber itself with the windows and copper gaskets on the chamber. While

baking we operated a turbo pump on the chamber to remove particles due to out-

gassing. Using several temperature monitors we were careful to keep the maximum

temperature of the chamber near the windows less than 200 C. Within the first

two days one window cracked and had to be replaced. We did note that after the

bakeout was complete there were several window seals that had to be re-tightened

to the 2 ft-lbs of torque. In some cases there was evidence of stress-induced bire-

fringence of the window affecting the polarization state of our MOT beams and so

those windows had to be replaced with new, “un-baked” windows and gaskets. The

new “un-baked” windows and copper gaskets have never presented any issues with

outgassing at our required background pressure operating levels (10−9 Torr). The

final level of vacuum achieved as read by our 50/30-liter ion pumps, respectively, is

0.0/0.2 · 10−9 Torr. The discrepancy could be due to different current sensitivity

between the two pumps, or also the slight difference in conductance from the Hg

vapor chamber to the two different pumps. In any case it appears that both pumps

establish that the background pressure in the MOT chamber can be pumped below

10−9 Torr.

The 254 nm UV light that makes up our MOT beams is expanded through a

telescope to have a 1/e2 diameter of ∼15 mm. The beam is then separated into three

beams using two λ/2 waveplates and two cube beam splitters. The beam is split so
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that the intensity of the vertical beam can be adjusted independently with one λ/2

waveplate and a cube beam splitter, while the second λ/2 waveplate and cube beam

splitter divides the remaining light equally between the two horizontal beams. We

use an equal intensity in all three MOT beams for day to day operation of the MOT.

The three linearly polarized MOT beams pass through a λ/4 waveplate and through

the MOT chamber where they pass through another λ/4 waveplate and are retro-

reflected by a mirror. This configuration yields the familiar (and now somewhat

standard) geometry of an optical molasses having three orthogonal pairs of counter-

propagating beams of same-handed circular polarization described by Metcalf [61].

The three beams overlap spatially in the center of our MOT chamber. Details of

the magnetic field gradient required to provide the spatial component of the trap

will be provided later in section 3.3.

We have two methods for collecting data for characterization and diagnostics

of the Hg atoms in the chamber. First we make use of a Photometrics Cascade

650 CCD camera from Roper Scientific to image the MOT. This camera images

fluorescence due to spontaneous emission from the Hg atoms in the presence of the

resonant MOT light. The camera has a decent response at 254 nm but unfortunately,

data for the responsivity curve provided by the manufacturer ends at 400 nm and

no data from archive is available because the model is no longer supported! This

necessitates our own calibration of the camera which will be described in section 4.1.

Light for fluorescence imaging is collected with a f = 7.5 cm, 2” diameter bi-convex

lens from an access port through an AR-coated window and focused onto the camera

with a magnification M = -0.94. Lens tubes from the camera to the lens as well
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as a bandpass filter from Edmund Optics at 254 nm ensure that no outside light

corrupts the signal seen on the camera.

Our second diagnostic device is a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Flourescence is

collected from the access port opposite that of the camera by a 1” lens and focused

into the PMT. A UV filter placed in front of the PMT aperture allows only the signal

from MOT fluorescence into the PMT. The PMT output is amplified and passed

into a Krohn-Hite model 3364 digital filter which allows us to filter amplitude noise

on the MOT signal.

3.2 The Neutral Hg Vapor Chamber

One direct advantage of a MOT based on neutral Hg is that mercury has a high

vapor pressure and so does not require an oven to produce the gas state of Hg. In

fact the vapor pressure at room temperature is so high that our experiments require

us to cool the Hg sample substantially. This differs from clocks based on ytterbium

and strontium atoms in that these elements must be significantly heated in an oven

to produce a thermal beam from which atoms must be cooled and slowed before a

MOT may then be loaded [62, 63]. In addition to the added complexity of the oven,

atomic beam, and slower required for these MOTs, the presence of a nearby oven

greatly increases the difficulty of overcoming instability due to black-body radiation

effects.

Currently, our MOT is a vapor-cell MOT; we cool and trap atoms from a back-

ground pressure of Hg in the chamber. Hg vapor pressure inside the vacuum cham-

ber is regulated by controlling the temperature of our Hg sample. A lower back-
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ground vapor pressure reduces collision events between background atoms and atoms

trapped in the MOT and increases the lifetime of the MOT. Should lower back-

ground pressures become necessary in future experiments (say for loading a lattice)

we could create a differential pressure between the Hg vapor chamber and the main

MOT chamber and form a beam of Hg atoms for loading without the use of an oven.

This method has already been demonstrated effectively in a neutral Hg MOT by

Petersen et. al. [64].

Our current Hg vapor chamber consists simply of a “6-way cube” from Kurt J.

Lesker. It has sides length 2.75” and a flange access port on each face. One port

provides a flange connection to the main MOT chamber, another is attached to a

valve which provides quick access to a turbo pump, and a third port is blanked. Two

of the three remaining ports are functional ports for controlling the temperature of

the Hg sample in the chamber and are detailed below. The final port is a viewing

window from which we can visually monitor the Hg sample.

Fig. 3.2 shows the vapor pressure of Hg with respect to ambient temperature.

Data for the figure was obtained from [65, 66]. To achieve a background Hg vapor

pressure of less than 10−8 torr we must reduce the temperature of the Hg down to -

40◦ C. The bottom port of our Hg vapor chamber cube is used to provide temperature

stabilization for the Hg sample inside the chamber. For this purpose we designed

our own temperature feedthrough, shown in Fig. 3.3(a). It is a cylindrical piece of

OFHC copper with a lip formed by machining a smaller diameter on the back end of

the copper piece to provide purchase for clamping the copper surface tight against

the knife-edge on the port, making a seal in the same manner that a copper gasket
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Figure 3.2: Neutral Hg has a naturally high vapor pressure. To achieve a back-
ground pressure of <10−8 torr, the Hg must be cooled to less than -40◦ C.

would. The copper piece has holes drilled into it from the back for water lines.

A plugged hole drilled from the side connects the two lines so that temperature-

controlled water can flow freely through the piece if desired, keeping it at a uniform

temperature. The copper surface sealed to the inside of the chamber provides a

small area on which to epoxy a thermal-electric cooler (TEC).

Villwock et. al. simply used a two-stage TEC to achieve sufficient cooling of

their Hg sample [67] so we determined the same would work for us. The two-stage

TEC we use is a NL2064T from Marlow Industries which for a “hot” side at room

temperature (27◦ C) has a maximum temperature differential of 93◦ C in vacuum,

an optimum choice for our requirements giving us a lot of range to find the optimal

vapor pressure adjustment for our experiment. Since we are operating in vacuum
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and there is very little thermal load on the TEC and Hg in the copper bowl in the

vacuum, we expect that it performs very close to its optimal curves. Unfortunately

the dimensions of the lower ceramic stage on the TEC were just slightly too large

to fit within the port of the “6-way cube”, so in good experimentalist fashion the

ceramic corners on this lower stage of the TEC were simply filed down so it would fit.

The TEC was carefully positioned and epoxied to the copper feedthrough outside

of the chamber (measure twice if attempting!) using EPO-TEK H72, a low vapor-

pressure thermally conductive vacuum epoxy. The epoxy requires curing at 100◦ C

which we did overnight in a small oven. We simultaneously epoxied and cured a

small OFHC copper bowl to the top stage of the TEC. After curing, the TEC and

copper feedthrough were carefully positioned and sealed to the bottom port of our

vapor chamber, taking care not to short the electrical leads on the chamber. The

leads were then directly soldered to bare wires which were themselves soldered to

pins of an electrical feedthrough flange. During the soldering a moderately strong

overpressure of nitrogen was employed to keep any solder fumes, smoke, and/or

debris from contaminating the vacuum chamber. A small drop of Hg was added

to the copper bowl using a glass dropper (cleaned with acetone, methanol, and

isopropynol) and then the electrical feedthrough flange was sealed. A power supply

is connected to the flange on the outside where we maintain a constant current to

maintain the Hg temperature inside the chamber.

The top face of the cube has an uncoated window attached with the Kasevich

seal so we can look down into and visually inspect the chamber to see that nothing

is amiss with the Hg and also visually verify that the electrical contacts to the
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: (a) A large, water-cooled copper feedthrough provides a heat sink for
the TEC which cools the small copper bowl containing the Hg sample. (b) View of
the Hg vapor chamber through a window port. A small copper bowl cooled by a
two-stage TEC contains a single drop of Hg.

TEC are not shorted on the chamber. Fig. 3.3(b) shows the end results of this

labor. So far we have not had any trouble with outgassing from the vapor chamber

components, epoxy, TEC, soldered wires, etc. As stated earlier with this entire

apparatus installed we can achieve MOT chamber background pressures of less than

10−9 torr as verified by the readings on both of our ion pumps.

Performance of the Hg temperature control, and indirectly the Hg vapor pressure

in the chamber, is demonstrated by our characterization of the MOT loading time

at several different Hg vapor pressures (determined by reading from the 50 L ion

pump). To change the background pressure we adjust the current to the TEC and

then wait for the pressure to change and reach a steady state. The data in Fig. 3.4

is taken over a time period of ∼30 minutes. We adjusted the current to a (relatively)

low set point and let the vapor in the chamber slowly rise, taking data points along

the way. With increasing Hg vapor pressure the MOT loading rate increases, shown
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Figure 3.4: MOT loading time vs. Hg background vapor pressure in the chamber.
At our highest vacuum the MOT loading time constant is long, almost 2 seconds.
The fastest loading time we recorded was ∼70 ms.

in Fig. 3.4. At background pressures close to 10−8 torr we can achieve loading

times as fast as 70 ms, and at lower chamber pressures (<10−9 torr) the loading

time constant is on the order of ∼1-2 seconds. More detail on the loading time

characterization will be given in chapter 4.

3.3 Design and Control of Magnetic Field Coils

While atoms can be slowed in an optical molasses, spatial trapping of atoms requires

adding a magnetic quadrupole field centered where the MOT beams overlap. An

applied magnetic field will cause a Zeeman shift in the energy required to excite
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the cooling transition. An atom entering an optical molasses of red-detuned beams

that is traveling at the appropriate velocity to be Doppler-shifted into resonance will

quickly experience many scattering events that reduces its momentum and therefore

its velocity. As a result the atom will be Doppler-shifted out of resonance with the

optical beams and continue through the trap area unaffected until it exits. However

with the addition of a magnetic field gradient the atom’s ground-state transition

energy level is continuously shifted into resonance with the optical beams as it travels

toward the field-gradient maximum, located where the magnetic field itself is zero,

all the while experiencing scattering events that lower its momentum and speed.

Finally the atoms which enter the magneto optical trap with a low enough velocity

are slowed down so much that the force of the scattering events in the center of the

MOT is sufficient to keep the atoms trapped within a small region close entered

where the magnetic field gradient is zero. The number of atoms trapped in the

MOT depends on the loading rate and the loss rate which will be discussed in more

detail hereafter.

The gradient produced by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils is determined by the

spacing between the coils, the radius of the coils, the number of turns per coil,

and the operating current. Our MOT uses a pair of coils in the anti-Helmholtz

configuration to provide the necessary field gradient. The material for the coils is

kapton-coated copper wire. The cross-section of our copper wire is a square-shaped

profile with a hollow core to allow for water-cooling directly through the coils. Each

side of the square profile has an outer-wire/hollow-core width of 4.25/2.25 mm; the

wire is 1 mm thick on all sides. Due to the placement of the coils on our vacuum
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chamber the inner diameter of the coils is constrained to fit around an AR-coated

window (2.5” diameter), and the outer diameter is constrained by the bolts which

seal the 6” reducer flange to the MOT chamber (5.5” diameter). The 4.25 mm

thickness our copper wire therefore allows us to have a maximum of five turns per

layer. The minimum separation distance between the pair of coils is set to 5”, each

pressed snugly to the top and bottom of the main chamber. The operating current

is limited by our choice of DC power supply which can operate at 50 A, therefore

in modeling our final coil geometry we assume a coil current of 30 A to provide

margin. We are free to choose the number of turns we will implement in forming

our MOT coils, with the practical limit that increasing the number of layers will

increase the height of the coil stack and contribute less to the magnetic field at the

MOT location.

The axial component of the magnetic field due to a loop of wire of radius R with

current I at a distance z along the axis defined by the center of the loop is given by

Bz =
µ0

4π

2πR2I

(z2 +R2)3/2
, (3.1)

where µ0 is the magnetic permittivity of free space constant. The radial component

of the off-axis magnetic field in the radial direction r is given by

Br =
µ0Iz

2πRrA

[
E(k)

1 + a2 + b2

A− 4a
−K(k)

]
(3.2)

where a = r
R

, b = z
R

, A = (1 + a2) + b2, k =
√

4R
A

, K(k) is the complete elliptic

integral of the first kind, and E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second

kind.
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To calculate the axial and radial magnetic field in the vicinity of the MOT

we need merely iteratively add the contribution of each loop of wire in our anti-

helmholtz pair and increase the amount of layers to reach the desired magnetic field

gradient. Petersen et. al. determined a starting point for the appropriate magnetic

field gradient for Hg to be ∼15 gauss/cm [68]. Given the geometric dimesnions

above, and assuming a current of 30 A, our calculations showed that each helmholtz

pair should be 11 layers tall.

We directly measured the axial and radial magnetic field gradients of our MOT

coil configuration using a Hall probe in free space before attaching the coils to the

vacuum chamber. The resulting field gradients produced by the anti-helmholtz coil

pair as a function of current are shown in Fig. 3.5. From the data we see that we

achieve an axial field gradient of 15 gauss per centimeter while running at about

27 A current. Our calculation for the number of turns and the number of layers of

coils needed to produce the desired field gradient is verified. Near the center point

between the anti-helmholtz coil pair and in the vicinity of the MOT, the magnetic

field gradient in the radial direction is roughly half that of the gradient in the axial

direction.

A quick instructional note on winding the coils is appropriate to add here I think.

We constructed a plastic pre-form for winding our coils that matched (in negative)

the dimensions of our final coil structure. It consisted of a rod with 2 .5” inch

diameter and length the final height of our coil stack, with disks of 5.5” diameter

bolted to the ends. A small cut-out hole in one of the disks provided a starting point

for winding the coils but still allowed us to leave a long “tail” to use as an electrical
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Measured axial magnetic field gradient in the vicinity of the MOT
as a function of coil current, and (b) the radial magnetic field gradient.
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lead as well as provide water-cooling access. We mounted the pre-form on a lathe

(unplugged from the wall to avoid injury/death) and rolled the spindle by hand

while another person kept tension on the wire. The keys to a successful winding

were using a pre-form and keeping the copper wire as taut as we could the entire

time. This allowed the coils to form beautifully even near the edges and forced each

layer of the coils to lay flat on the preceding layer, creating a tightly-wound coil that

matched our number of turns and calculated dimensions. Once we had the process

down the ordeal only cost a few hours and two sore backs. Incidentally the same

keys to success applied for winding our shim coils though the greater number of

turns required many, many more hours, even more back pain, and a herculean effort

of mental concentration to keep an accurate count of the large number of turns!

In some experiments it is desirable to switch off the magnetic field very quickly

(say, in a fraction of a milisecond) so that other field-free measurements can be made

soon after turning off the MOT. In our case quickly switching off the magnetic field

for a coil of wire is not as trivial as simply finding a fast-switching supply to power

the coils on and off. There is significant inductance in most MOT coils requiring

large numbers of turns which affects the current decay time constant. In our coils

the decay time constant is ∼11 ms as measured directly with a small ss494b hall

probe from Honeywell. This is unacceptable as we would like to make measurements

of the MOT temperature within a few milliseconds of releasing the atoms, free of

any magnetic fields in the region. In order to force the coils to discharge the

current faster, we implement the circuit shown in Fig. 3.6. A IXFN 180N15P Power

MOSFET (IXYS) is used in-line with the power supply. For circuit protection a
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Figure 3.6: Circuit used to quickly shut off the coil current. Essentially this consists
of a MOSFET to control current supplied to the MOT coils, with a zener diode and
“flyback” protection diode placed in parallel to the MOT coils.

“flyback diode” DSEP2x61-06A (IXYS) is placed in parallel with the MOSFET.

Voltage on the MOSFET gate controls current flow through the circuit. As the

MOSFET gate is very sensitive, we use a low-noise µA723 (Texas Instruments)

amplifier configured to control the MOT current level at the MOSFET gate. The

amplifier is configured to switch on and off with TTL logic. A 150 V zener diode is

placed in parallel to the MOSFET so that when the current shuts off the voltage in

the circuit is clamped high. This decreases the circuit time constant and forces the

coils to rapidly discharge the current despite the large coil inductance. Using this

circuit we can switch off the magnetic field in our coils with a 1/e time constant

of approximately 110 µs. The field quickly switches off to about 20 percent of its

peak value with this time constant, but then seems to follow a much slower decay

during the last tail of its turnoff. The coil current levels switching off at this slower

time constant, while very low, are still sufficiently strong at the onset to see some
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trapping effects. The significance of this will be further discussed in section 4.4.1.

Improved magnetic field control is one aspect of our design that will have to be

revisited.

We use three pairs of shim coils to correct DC magnetic-field offsets due to

earth’s magnetic field and also due to any stray fields produced by equipment in

our laboratory. The shim coils can handily manipulate the position of the MOT’s

formation which may be of use in the future for loading an optical lattice. For now

their function is to create a true “zero” in the magnetic field where the MOT forms

as opposed to simply a local minimum located within the intersection of the MOT

beams. We used a magnetometer to measure the approximate field strengths we

would need to cancel and determined that we would need coils capable of producing

a magnetic field of at least 1 gauss. We designed the shim coils so that we could

achieve a 1 gauss field at the center of the MOT using relatively low current (less

than 200 mA) so we would not have to water-cool the coils. Since the center of

our chamber stands 9.25” above the table, we decided the make the coils square in

shape, 18.5” inches on a side to give the most space surrounding the chamber for

optics, diagnostics, etc. The magnetic field produced at a distance z on axis by a

square loop of wire having sides of length L is

B =
µ0NI

2π( z
2

L2 + 1
4
)
√
z2 + L2

2

(3.3)

We must include an additional factor of two because the shim coils act together in

a Helmholtz pair. To achieve a 1-gauss magnetic field 9.25” inches along the axis

with less than 200 mA current, we need approximately 200 turns per coil, or 400
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turns per coil pair.

The shim coils were turned using a prefab consisting of aluminum “U” channel

strut shaped into a square. The aluminum frame continues to support the coils

after construction. The “U” channel is essential to keep the wire in place and to

maintain the form of the coils. As with the MOT coils, keeping the wire taut is

key to winding. This is definitely a two-man job; a special thank-you to my wife is

appropriate here for helping me wind the coils and count the turns over a period of

3 days (!).

The current actually needed in each coil pair was determined experimentally.

After forming the Hg MOT, we turned the current on the MOT coils to maximum.

Then we ramped down the current, and thus the magnetic field gradient, by hand

over ∼2 seconds and watched the movement of the center of the MOT with our

imaging camera. When the shim coils had the correct current amplitude and sign,

the centroid of the MOT would not move on our image screen even as the MOT

started to “unform” in the weakening magnetic field. We determined a current

of ∼140 mA along the vertical axis was needed, and a current of just ∼50 mA

was needed along one horizontal axis to stabilize the MOT in the center of the

magnetic field “zero”. The changing “depth” is very difficult to determine using

this method since the MOT is typically displaced only hundreds of microns to a

couple millimeters. As we cannot image the MOT from either of the remaining

orthogonal directions to determine the current needed along the final axis, this will

need to be determined experimentally in the future.
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3.4 Control of Timing and Sequencing Schemes

Ultraviolet light generated from our OPSL system is divided into two arms as de-

scribed in chapter 2. One arm is used for saturated absorption spectroscopy in a

Hg reference cell, and the other is used for the optical molasses in the Hg MOT.

Before being sent to the MOT the beam is expanded with a telescope. In the focus

of this telescope where the beam diameter is ∼200 microns we place a Thorlabs

SH05 mechanical shutter in conjunction with a Thorlabs TSC001 T-Cube Shutter

Controller which can be controlled with an external trigger. According to specs

the shutter has a 0.5” inch aperture, can close in ∼1.5 ms, and has a maximum

repetition rate of 10 Hz. We were compelled to use a mechanical shutter rather

than an AOM for switching the MOT light because of the nature of the damage

caused to most optics by intense UV light, a problem exacerbated by focusing into

the AOM (we have already seen several instances of this damage to some of our

beam-steering optics and a λ/2 waveplate used prior to expanding the UV MOT

light). When the shutter is placed carefully in the focus of our beam, we can extin-

guish the MOT light with a 1/e time constant as fast as 20 microseconds (a similar

time constant applies for the “rise time” switching the light back on). The shortest

possible duration for extinguishing the MOT light in our setup while maintaining

this fast extinction/rise time constant is ∼1 ms. This is limited by the fact that

trying to shorten the duration any further actually causes the shutter to decelerate

and slow down just as it starts to traverse the focus of the beam, greatly increasing

the extinction/rise time constants so that they become significant compared to the
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time that the light is actually extinguished. When attempting very short switch

durations (<500 µs), the shutter is actually turned back before it has a chance to

completely extinguish the light. The fallout of this limitation is that the region of

time < 1 ms after extinguishing the MOT light is inaccessible to us for study using

fluorescence imaging, the significance of which will be explained in chapter 4.

For our current experiments we have no need to produce complicated or arbitrary

waveforms. To trigger the shutter, and to control relative timing for switching off

the MOT light and magnetic fields, as well as switching AOMs, etc., we employ a

series of simple digital logic signals and desire a precision of < 50 s. To generate

the signals, measure time delays, and organize the timing of our experiments we

rely on two Arduino Uno Boards. These boards are cost effective and operate

with a precision and repeatability of < 3 µs. A single board provides more than

ten TTL ports (most of which can be used as either inputs or outputs) to send

and receive timing signals in our experiment. A second “timer” board is used,

however, to ensure that all time delay measurements can be made and extracted

independently and without interference of any board functions that may need to be

implemented during such a measurement. Arduino boards have their own simple

programming language similar to ‘C’ and are pre-programmed on the computer

to create and respond to various digital logic signals. These instructions are then

uploaded through a USB connection acting as a serial COM port which can easily

be integrated into any worthy automated control program such as Labview.

There is one custom waveform we do require, however: A simple sweep of the

MOT light frequency initiated by sending a linear ramp to the AOM controlling the
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Figure 3.7: Two Arduino Uno boards are used to provide precision timing signals
in our exeriment.

MOT light detuning described in section 2.7. The low-resolution Arduino boards

are ill-equipped for a task like this so we use a low-end DAQ board from National

Instruments to perform this task.

All of the automated data collection, image collection, and process control for

the MOT diagnostics are handled in a Labview program. The Arduino boards that

manage timing control are initiated by Labview but thereafter operate independently

with their own precision on-board clocks until returning information such as pulse-

width measurements or MOT shut-off time to be read by Labview.

Following is a detailed example describing how the Arduino boards are used

to control timing in our system. Timing diagrams shown in chapter 4 will not

include details of the Arduino board operation, but will focus on the substance of

the experiment. This particular example describes a sequence used for measuring

temperature using the MOT fluorescence.
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A plot of the timing sequence is shown in Fig. 3.7. The MOT light begins

with its final detuning from the ground state resonance at -1 MHz (the transition

linewidth “Γ” is 1.3 MHz). Using a DAQ board, Labview sweeps the frequency of

the MOT light to -5 MHz (approximately -4Γ), then sweeps it back to -1 MHz in

about 80 ms. Before the sweep ends, the Arduino control board sends a square pulse

signal to the mechanical shutter. The leading edge signals the shutter to switch off

the MOT light so that the shutter will actually close just a few milliseconds after

the sweep finishes. There is a ∼30 ms delay between sending this signal and the

mechanical shutter actually closing which required us to determine experimentally

the right moment to send this signal once initiating the frequency sweep of the MOT

light towards resonance. When the mechanical shutter closes, a photodiode placed

downstream acts as a “logic” indicator (high/low voltage) for the Arudino Control

Board (ACB) to recognize that the light is off. The ACB then sends two digital

logic signals: the first signal is sent to the Arduino Timing Board (ATB) to start a

microsecond counter which will eventually tell how long the MOT light is switched

off. The second signal switches a logic circuit connected to the MOSFET gate which

controls the current in the MOT coils and shuts off the magnetic field. The field is

shut off in ∼110 µs. After the MOT cloud expands for some time (typically ∼1-3

ms) the falling edge of the mechanical shutter pulse sent by the ACB then causes

the mechanical shutter to open, turning the MOT light back on. The photodiode

sends this “logic” signal to the ACB which then sends two more digital signals. The

first signal is to the ATB which stops the microsecond counter and records the time

that the MOT light was turned off. The second signal triggers our CCD camera to
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record the fluorescence image of the MOT. When the camera is finished taking data,

it sends a signal back to the ACB indicating that the camera is finished recording an

image. Upon receiving this update, the ACB sends a final signal to the MOSFET

gate to switch on the current to the MOT coils, reinstating the magnetic field. The

field switches back on in ∼10 ms, the natural rise time constant of the coils, and

the cycle can then be repeated.
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CHAPTER 4

Neutral Hg MOT Characterization

4.1 MOT Atom Number Determination

A high number of Hg atoms trapped in our MOT will help future experiments by

yielding a greater signal to noise ratio for various measurements. Limited signal to

noise due to atom number will have an appreciable affect on the accuracy of the

clock when approaching the fundamental limits of fractional stability.

We estimate that there are currently 1-3 million Hg atoms in our MOT, which is

close to the number of atoms trapped in a Hg vapor cell MOT reported by Villwock

et. al. [69]. Our rough calculation was made by integrating intensity counts on our

CCD camera after imaging fluorescence. Unfortunately the manufacturer’s respon-

sivity curves for the camera CCD end at 400 nm, and since it is an older camera

model they no longer provide technical support, service, or documentation. This

necessitated our own calibration of the camera’s responsivity at 254 nm described

below.

The camera was calibrated by shining our (attenuated) UV MOT beam directly

onto the CCD through a 3.0 neutral density filter (30 dB additional attenuation).

We took care to use the same camera settings (gain and exposure time) under

which we normally imaged the MOT. The beam power just before the CCD (after

the neutral density filter) was measured directly with a recently calibrated Newport
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power meter model 1918-C. The measured power was 2 µW, and the exposure time

used to take an image of the Gaussian beam profile was 1 ms. Using our own fitting

routine in Matlab we found the beam waist. After subtracting the background we

integrated the number of intensity counts in a square area centered on the beam with

width of four standard deviations of the Gaussian profile. With this information we

found a conversion factor fc for the total number of intensity counts recorded per

UV energy incident on the CCD camera in a 1 ms camera exposure.

The atom number in the Hg MOT was estimated using the following method:

given N Hg atoms atoms in the MOT we assume that atoms contained in the trap

experience spontaneous emission events at a rate of γsp = 1.3 MHz (the natural

transition linewidth), and stimulated emission events at a rate of

γst =
p

1 + p

γsp
2
,

where

p =
I

Isat

γ2
sp

γ2
sp + 4∆2

and ∆ is the angular detuning from resonance of the MOT beams. We take into

account that light from stimulated emission events is emitted directly back into the

MOT beams and will never be collected as fluorescence by our imaging system.

Every stimulated emission event reduces the number of atoms available to create

spontaneous emission events. For the low-intensity MOT beams this number is

a small fraction of the number of spontaneous emission events and admittedly is

rather insignificant for this order-of-magnitude type calculation but we will never-

theless include it on principle. Therefore to find the number of atoms spontaneously
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radiating into 4π steradians from the MOT we must subtract the number of stim-

ulated emission events from the number of spontaneous emission events. The total

number of spontaneous emission events due to N atoms is therefore N(γsp − γst)

and the total energy of the fluorescence from spontaneous emission during a time t

is N(γsp − γst)hνt. We assume light from spontaneous emission events on average

is irradiated equally in 4π steradians from the MOT. We collect light with a 2”

diameter bi-convex lens from just outside a window of radius rw = 2.54 cm located

a distance rch = 11 cm from the center of the chamber. The fraction of the light

collected by the lens is the ratio of the small window area to the surface area of the

sphere with radius rch, or

3r2
w

4r2
ch

.

The energy of the fluorescence collected by the lens during a time t is

3N(γsp − γst)r2
whνt

4r2
ch

.

This light is then imaged onto the CCD through a bandpass filter with a transmission

factor ft of 0.7 at 254 nm. The number of intensity counts on the camera CCD nc

during the camera exposure time t is the conversion factor fc found earlier multiplied

by the incoming fluorescence energy. It is given by

nc =
3N(γsp − γst)r2

wftfchνt

4r2
ch

,

thus the number of Hg atoms N in the MOT is given by the expression

N =
4ncr

2
ch

3(γsp − γst)r2
wftfchνt

. (4.1)
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Integration of the CCD image of the MOT to find the number of intensity counts

and plugging in all of the appropriate values for equation 4.1 yields a value of

2.6 · 106 atoms. Changing the detuning and intensity of the MOT beams can affect

this number quite dramatically. Increasing the background pressure also seems to

increase the number of atoms in the trap, but this effect levels off as background

collisions increase the loss rate in the MOT. The number 2.6 · 106 atoms represents

the typical population of the trap taken at a detuning of 2.5 MHz, MOT beam

intensity I ≈ 3Isat, and background pressure of ∼ 2 · 10−9 torr.

4.2 MOT Density Determination

After determining the total atom number in the MOT, the density calculation is

somewhat straightforward, but it is important to define exactly how we determine

the density for our MOT. We know that when we eventually load an optical lattice

from the Hg MOT only a small fraction of the atoms will be captured. In this case

it would be most important to form the lattice very close to the center of the MOT

where it is most dense and will have the highest concentration of low-energy atoms

that can survive the loading process. For our purposes we therefore define our MOT

density by a small cubic volume with sides of length 37 µm directly in the center

of the MOT. This is represented by a 5 x 5 pixel region on our MOT image (each

camera pixel is square in shape with sides of 7.4 µm).

Here I will describe our method for calculating the initial MOT radius, popula-

tion, and density all accomplished with a Labview Sub-VI that is part of our larger

diagnostics program. Initially the MOT beam detuning is held at the final (red-
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detuned) value of -1 MHz from the ground-state resonance. The detuning is chosen

to coincide with the lowest temperature given by Doppler theory described in section

4.4. The MOT beam frequency is swept away from resonance to -5 MHz detuning

and held there for several milliseconds, then swept quickly back to -1 MHz detuning

(one leg of the sweep lasts 80 ms). This frequency sweep increases the MOT popula-

tion by a factor of 2 to 3 relative to its steady-state value, and temporarily increases

the density. However, this dynamic effect soon dissipates (anecdotally after about

∼1 second) as the MOT returns to its steady state condition. With that in mind, the

program is carefully timed to take an image of the MOT fluorescence just after the

frequency sweep is completed while the MOT is at its peak population and density.

Upon receiving the image, our Labview program does a two-dimensional Gaussian

fitting routine to determine the MOT radius in two directions. The algorithm is

a modified version of the routine made publicly available by National Instruments

[70].

Since the MOT magnetic field gradient is twice as large in the vertical direction,

we expect the MOT spatial profile to be somewhat flattened like an ellipsoid rather

than a sphere. This does not have an effect on our density calculation except to note

that the field gradient is symmetric in the horizontal plane and the MOT radius will

be the same along the two horizontal axes even though with our two-dimensional

image we can only see one of them.

After calculating the radius of the MOT we determine the centroid and integrate

the values of a 5 x 5 pixel region (37 x 37 µm) surrounding the center pixel to find

the number of intensity counts, and therefore the number of atoms located in this
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region. However this two-dimensional analysis does not account for the depth of

the MOT and would lead to an overestimate of the density if not corrected. The

atoms we have counted are contained essentially in a column having a square cross

section extending through the depth of the MOT along the imaging axis. Since

we are only interested in the density at the center region of the MOT, we need to

multiply by a correction factor. This correction factor is found using the fitted MOT

radius in the horizontal direction. We know theoretically that the MOT should have

the same spatial profile along the imaging axis. We then calculate what fraction

of the area under a Gaussian curve is contained in a 5-pixel length (37 µm) when

compared to a Gaussian curve with the experimentally determined MOT radius (80-

100 µm typical). A typical correction factor found in this way reduces the density

value found above by a factor of 15. Using the method described above, our MOT

typically exhibits densities in the range of 5 · 1010 to 2 · 1011 atoms/cm3.

4.3 MOT Loading Time Determination

One useful metric in characterizing a MOT is the loading time. A good discussion

of MOT dynamics loaded from a vapor cell is given by Gibble et. al. [71]. At

low trap densities there will be no atom-atom collisions within the MOT itself, and

the dynamics of the MOT population N can be described by a straightforward rate

equation of the form

dN

dt
= −ΓLN +RL (4.2)
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where ΓL represents losses due to collisions of MOT atoms with background gas

atoms, and RL is the loading rate. The number of atoms trapped in the MOT as a

function of time is therefore given by

N(t) =
RL

ΓL
(1− e−ΓLt). (4.3)

The loading time constant is τ = 1
ΓL

. The MOT loading time sets as a lower limit

on the repetition rate of any experiments performed which require the MOT to

be reloaded. In the case of determining the clock frequency of neutral Hg, faster

experiment turn-around times would allow more averaging and therefore greater

precision in the final measurement.

When measuring the loading time for our Hg MOT, the shutter is initially closed,

blocking the MOT beams, and the camera begins taking image data to establish a

baseline. Shortly thereafter the shutter is opened and the camera takes fluorescence

images at a steady rate, dictated by the camera’s repetition and data storage rate.

The MOT is allowed to reach and hold a steady state population for a number of

seconds, and then the shutter is closed. Our Arduino board controller measures the

time between shutter opening and closing, which is then used to calibrate the time

axis of our camera data. Typical time spans for opening the mechanical shutter to

collect data is anywhere from 4 to 8 seconds to establish solid baselines for fitting

the data. Fig. 4.1 shows a typical example of the data and curve fit used to

determine the MOT loading time.

The MOT loading time is closely related to the background Hg vapor pressure as

this affects both the trap loading rate as well as the trap loss rate due to collisions
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Figure 4.1: The figure shows a MOT loading time of about 0.5 seconds. The loading
time is exponential when losses due to atom-atom collisions within the MOT are
negligible.

from background atoms in the MOT chamber. Fig. 3.4 shown in section 3.2 gives a

plot of several MOT loading times as a function of background Hg vapor pressure

as read by our 50L ion pump. The pressure was varied by turning down the current

on the TEC attached to the copper bowl holding the Hg sample, slowly allowing

the temperature to increase. The time taken to change the Hg vapor pressure from

less than 0.1 · 10−9 torr to just over 8 · 10−9 torr was about 30 minutes. Chamber

pressure data from our ion pumps and MOT load time data was taken while the

pressure slowly rose over that time.

Fig. 4.2 shows the loading time constant determination at four different back-

ground pressures. The loading time constants determined from curve-fitting to the

data range from 1.0 seconds at 1.1 · 10−9 torr background pressure to a mere 0.075
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Figure 4.2: MOT loading time decreases as the background vapor pressure in
the chamber increases. The figures show loading times of (a) 1.0 seconds, (b) 0.56
seconds, (c) 0.17 seconds, and (d) 0.075 seconds.

seconds at 7.2 · 10−9 torr! We did not continue taking data at higher background

pressure levels because the fitted loading time constant was now on the same order

as the time interval between data points able to be recorded by our CCD camera.

According to Fig. 3.4 the loading time begins to level out at background pressures

greater than 7 · 10−9 torr. With this data we showed that in our vapor cell MOT we

were able to demonstrate significant control over the MOT loading time. Further-

more, we achieved very fast loading times for relatively low background pressures

which may be of use in future experiments.
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4.4 Determining Hg MOT Temperature

Perhaps the most important diagnostic of all for our Hg MOT is the determination

of temperature. Another reason neutral Hg is an attractive candidate for a MOT

is that the narrow cooling transition linewidth of 1.3 MHz theoretically allows the

atoms to be cooled in a single stage to a Doppler-limited temperature of just 31 K

(see equation 4.7). The final temperature of the atoms in the MOT determines the

required depth of the optical lattice used to confine neutral atoms for further inves-

tigation of the clock transition frequency. The optical lattice depth is determined by

the intensity of the light that makes up the trap. We desire the atoms in the MOT

to have the coldest temperature possible so that the high lattice beam intensities

required for such a trap does not become a prohibitive factor.

The temperature of a group of atoms trapped in a MOT is well understood

and described by Doppler theory (this does not account for polarization gradient or

so-called “sisyphus” cooling). An excellent treatment of Doppler cooling theory is

given by Lett et. al. [72]. The Doppler temperature of the trapped atoms in the

MOT is given by

TD =
~Γ2

8kB∆
(1 +

I

Is
+

4∆2

Γ2
) (4.4)

where Γ
2π

= 1.3 MHz, the spontaneous emission rate of the transition, ∆ is the

angular frequency detuning from resonance, I is the combined intensity of all six

trapping beams in the region of the MOT, and Is is the saturation intensity for the

neutral Hg ground state transition. For neutral Hg the saturation intensity is 10.2
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Figure 4.3: According to Doppler theory the temperature of the atoms in the MOT
depends on both the detuning and intensity of the MOT beams that form the trap.
The detuning that yields the minimum temperature for a given beam intensity is
equal to the power-broadened linewidth of the transition.

mW/cm2. Fig. 4.3 shows the dependence of the MOT temperature on detuning

frequency (actual, not angular) for various values of I
Is

. In each case the detun-

ing required to reach the minimum temperature changes slightly. Differentiating

equation 4.4 with respect to detuning ∆(while holding I constant) yields

dTD
d∆

=
~Γ2

8kB
(− 1

∆2
(1 +

I

Is
) +

4

Γ2
)

and setting the result equal to zero allows us to solve for the detuning that will yield

the minimum temperature at a particular value of I
Is

,

∆ =
Γ

2

√
1 +

I

Is
. (4.5)
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Serendipitously this yields the general result (subject to the assumptions and limi-

tations described in [72]) that the minimum Doppler temperature will be achieved

when the MOT beams are red-detuned by the power-broadened linewidth of the

transition. In the limit where I is negligible, the detuning at which the minimum

Doppler temperature is achieved is simply Γ
2
. A simple measurement and calculation

of the MOT beam intensity may now ensure that the detuning of the MOT beams

is set to yield the minimum temperature for the cold atom cloud.

Substituting equation 4.5 in to equation 4.4 Shows that the minimum tempera-

ture value for a given MOT beam intensity is given by

TDmin =
~Γ

2

√
1 +

I

Is
(4.6)

which in the limit where I � Is yields the familiar Doppler-limited temperature

TD =
~Γ

2
. (4.7)

In our Hg MOT we used three techniques to determine the temperature of the

trapped Hg atoms. Two of these techniques were variations of the time-of-flight

method where the cold atom cloud is imaged, released and then re-imaged after

a known time. The change in the MOT cloud radius is related to the MOT tem-

perature (see section 4.4.1 ). For the time-of-flight temperature determination we

used both fluorescence and then absorption imaging. The third technique we used

to determine the temperature was to perform direct spectroscopy of the clock-state

transition itself and measure the Doppler-broadening of the transition line directly,

from which we calculated a temperature.
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4.4.1 Temperature Determination Using Fluorescence Imaging

The first method we used to determine the MOT temperature was the time-of-

flight method. We originally chose to make this measurement using fluorescence

images of the MOT. While in the magneto-optical trap, the atom cloud settles into

a steady population state and has a spatial profile that we assume to be Gaussian

in three dimensions, with a radius influenced by the magnetic field gradient felt in

each direction. Once the MOT light is turned off the atoms are no longer spatially

confined, and the cloud expands outward with a rate that is related to the velocity

distribution of the atoms in the cloud. This velocity distribution curve containing

the information of the kinetic energy of the atoms in the cloud is what we use to

define the temperature of the MOT cloud. The rate of expansion of the MOT cloud

is related to the temperature of the MOT by

r(t)2 = r2
0 +

kBT

m
t2 (4.8)

where ‘r0’ is the radius of the MOT cloud before switching off the trapping beams,

‘kB’ is Boltzmann’s constant, ‘m’ is the mass of a single neutral Hg atom, and ‘t’

is the time elapsed during the MOT cloud expansion. The strategy for determining

the temperature is fairly straightforward; using fluorescence imaging we determine

the radius of the MOT at different expansions times then use a linear regression

routine in Matlab to determine the coefficients of the both the constant term and

the quadratic term for the curve given by equation 4.8, which then allows us to find

the temperature.

To measure the MOT temperature using fluorescence imaging we employed the
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Figure 4.4: Timing scheme for fluorescence imaging.

timing scheme shown in Fig. 4.4. After the MOT reaches a steady-state population

with the light red-detuned at -1 MHz, the light is detuned further to -5 MHz, then

swept back to -1 MHz detuning to compress the trap and capture more atoms.

Within a few milliseconds after the compression the MOT light is turned off, and

<100 µs after the light is turned off the magnetic field gradient is switched off,

taking 110 µs to decay. After 1-3 milliseconds MOT light is switched back on and

the camera is triggered, taking an image of the MOT fluorescence. After the camera

has finished its exposure, the magnetic field gradient is switched back on and requires

∼12 ms to return to full strength. The camera image is then sent to our Labview

program where the MOT radius is determined for both ‘x’ and ‘y’ dimensions in our

two-dimensional Gaussian fitting routine. We use r =
√
r2
x + r2

y to determine the

MOT radius. The Arduino timing board records the time of the MOT expansion

(time that the shutter blocks the MOT light) associated with each calculated radius.

In a typical data run this process is repeated 100 times while the MOT expansion

time is allowed to vary from 1-3 milliseconds. Due to limitations of the mechanical

shutter discussed in section 3.4 we do not use data for expansion times less than
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1 ms. We do not use data for expansion times greater than 3 ms due to problems

with signal to noise of the MOT cloud image beyond this time. After the final data

point is taken our program plots the data with the fitted curve, along with a curve

generated using Doppler theory for comparison. The measured temperature and the

Doppler temperature are both recorded for analysis.

While taking data using the fluorescence imaging technique we identified some

limitations for our setup. When we switched off the magnetic field and tried to

image fluorescence afterward, we could never achieve a high signal to noise for the

MOT imaging. However when we left the magnetic field on throughout the imag-

ing cycle we were able to take nice images with good signal to noise. We realized

that leaving the magnetic field on could cause some “re-forming” of the trap during

the imaging stage, but thought this would not be a problem because the camera

exposure time (2 ms) was so much shorter than the MOT loading time (typically

∼1 second at current background pressure levels), so we proceeded to take data

using this setup. The data we took seemed to fit the quadratic expansion theory

curves rather well, so we thought our assumptions were reasonable. It soon became

apparent, however, that leaving the magnetic field on while imaging the MOT was

strongly affecting the temperature measurement. We recorded a strong temper-

ature dependence on the magnetic field gradient strength which at first led us to

conclude that the MOT exhibited sub-doppler temperatures at higher magnetic field

gradients. We attributed this to possible evidence of polarization-gradient cooling.

However, a problem arose when we measured the same sub-Doppler temperatures

for the even isotopes of neutral Hg, which is not possible because there is no mech-
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Figure 4.5: The calculated temperature from flourescence imaging changes with
varying camera exposure time. This is strong evidence of trap re-formation during
the short time exposure for imaging.

anism for polarization gradient cooling in these isotopes. True realization that our

setup was flawed came when we decided to control for the field gradient by keeping

it constant and varying the camera imaging exposure time. McFerran et. al. showed

that varying the camera exposure time during their temperature measurements did

not significantly affect the outcome of the determined temperature [73]. If there was

indeed a problem with MOT reformation, we would see that longer imaging times

(and thus longer “re-formation” times) affected the calculated temperature. We

confirmed that in our experiment, longer camera exposure times did indeed yield

lower temperatures, and the changes were very significant. Fig. 4.5 shows that
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our recorded temperature for the MOT varies significantly for different values of

camera exposure time. We stopped taking data when our signal to noise became

too low to reduce the camera exposure time any further, but the effect still had not

leveled off. We concluded that we were falsely recording lower temperatures due to

effects of MOT re-formation, even during the short imaging period. One possible

explanation could be that the relatively long loading time recorded for the MOT is

for the case where we are forming the MOT from a relatively “hot” background gas

of atoms. But when there is a dense cloud of relatively cold atoms already present

in the vicinity of the MOT within a few milliseconds after the trap is released,

these can quickly be “re-trapped” so that a MOT may possibly form much faster

than from a hot background of atoms. We have already seen the dramatic effect of

background vapor density on the formation time of a MOT in sections 3.2 and 4.3.

The effect of trap re-formation seen in our MOT imaging may be a direct result of

a higher “local” density of cold atoms just released from the trap that results in

swift re-formation, affecting our MOT cloud expansion measurement. From the low

signal to noise of the images taken when the B-field was shut off before imaging we

can also draw the tentative conclusion that our MOT temperature is significantly

higher than the Doppler limit, causing the MOT to expand to such a degree before

imaging that we were unable to measure what little was left.

4.4.2 Temperature Determination Using Absorption Imaging

To avoid the flaws in our fluorescence measurement technique we decided to make

a similar time-of-flight measurement, this time using absorption imaging. A small
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portion of the beam used to lock the UV OPSL laser light to the ground state Hg

transition is picked off after being downshifted by the first AOM, but before being

shifted back into atomic resonance by the second AOM in the Hg spectroscopy

arm. The sampled light is sent through another AOM that acts as a fast switch,

with the first order deflection aligned (uncollimated) to overlap the MOT and be

directly imaged onto the CCD camera. The beam is appropriately attenuated to

avoid saturating the atomic transition as well as to avoid damaging the sensitive

CCD camera. The AOM frequency is set so that the light for absorption imaging is

directly on resonance with the Hg ground state transition. Detuning the absorption

light in either direction only decreased the atomic absorption but had no other effect.

Absorption imaging requires two images to be taken, a background image and

an image of the absorption. The background image is then subtracted from the

absorption image, revealing the absorption feature. In our case the absorption

beam had a long travel path, so beam pointing instabilities caused by air current

fluctuations over a time period of∼0.5 second resulted in significant intensity pattern

fluctuations on the camera and a change to our background image. We worked

around this problem by taking a background image exposure ∼60 ms after each

absorption image. Fig. 4.6 shows the timing diagram for taking an absorption

image. First the MOT light is shut off, which also triggers the MOT coils to turn off

in 110 µs. Our Arduino control board sends a trigger signal to the AOM to switch

on the absorption beam 200 µs or more after the MOT light has been shut off. The

fast AOM switch allows us to take data at MOT expansion times below our 1 ms

lower limit for flourescence imaging described in section 3.4 and access the most
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Figure 4.6: Timing scheme for absorption imaging. An absorption image and a
corresponding background image are taken in each iteration, about 60 ms apart.

critical dynamic period of the expansion. The CCD camera is triggered to begin

exposure simultaneously with the AOM switch. The duration of the exposure is 100

µs. After this time the camera and AOM are switched off for a “waiting period” of

∼60 ms. During this waiting period, the MOT cloud expands and dissipates. With

the MOT cloud completely dissipated, the AOM and CCD camera are triggered

again, this time to take a background intensity image to compare with the first

absorption image. The process is repeated so that multiple images are taken for a

variety of MOT cloud expansion times.

After recording absorption images, the data is analyzed by our fitting routine to

determine the MOT cloud radius at the various delay times. As before, this “time

of flight” data is fitted to a curve to determine the temperature. Our absorption

imaging analyses yields MOT temperatures of ∼80-130 µK, which agrees well with

our “lower bound” results from our fluorescence imaging data. This is a plausible

explanation for the low signal to noise we see from fluorescence imaging when the

magnetic field is switched off. If the MOT is simply much hotter than we originally
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suspected, the MOT cloud could be dispersed before the beam turns back on to

measure the fluorescence.

4.4.3 Temperature Determination by Doppler-Broadened Spectroscopy

The final way we determined our MOT temperature was by directly measuring

the full-width half-max (FWHM) of the Hg199 clock transition absorption profile.

Details of the clock transition spectroscopy will be given in Chapter 5. The natural

linewidth of the transition is on the order of ∼1 Hz. This is insignificant compared

to the Doppler broadened linewidth of this transition in the laser-cooled MOT, so

measuring the FWHM of the transition is a good indicator of the MOT temperature.

The FWHM of the transition’s aborption profile is related to the temperature of the

Hg atoms in the MOT by the familiar equation for Doppler broadening

δνFWHM = ν0

√
8kBT ln(2)

mc2
. (4.9)

For the minimum Doppler temperature of 31µK the expected full-width half-max for

the Doppler-broadened profile is 319 kHz. As our initial clock transition probe beam

power of 12 mW was sufficient to deplete the MOT by ∼97%, we suspected there

may be significant power broadening of the clock transition linewidth in addition

to Doppler broadening. To quickly test the effect of different probe beam power

on the linewidth we took several absorption measurements with the probe beam

at different powers. Fig. 4.7 shows the fitted FWHM clock transition linewidth

measurements vs. probe beam power. This data was taken while the MOT beams

were still on.
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Figure 4.7: Spectroscopy of the Hg199 clock transition at different beam powers
yields data for the FWHM of the absorption feature. A fit to the data reveals
the Doppler-broadened linewidth at low power to determine the temperature of the
trapped atoms.

The data clearly shows the clock transition is power-broadened by the probe

beam. As the probe beam power is reduced, the transition linewidth approaches

the Doppler FWHM at low probe beam power. The Doppler-broadening at zero

probe beam power corresponding to a fit of the data yields a MOT temperature of

195 µK.

We conclude that our Hg MOT is more on the “hot” side than we would like.

Future work to reduce the MOT temperature to its lowest possible value close to the

Doppler limit of 31 µK will be critical for trapping a significant number of atoms
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into a lattice for precision determination of the clock transition frequency.
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CHAPTER 5

Neutral Hg199 Clock Transition Spectroscopy Details

5.1 The Clock Laser

The clock laser may eventually reach a fractional frequency stability of < 10−17. To

this end we begin by using a laser with a narrow free-running linewidth. The Hg199

clock transition frequency is in the deep ultraviolet near 265.5 nm. The wavelength

at one-fourth the clock frequency (1062 nm) is readily accessible to commercially

available narrow-linewidth fiber laser systems. We use “The Rock”, a commercial

fiber laser from NP Photonics with an advertised free running linewidth of ∼7 kHz

as the source for our clock laser. The fiber laser frequency can be adjusted thermally

for slow, large changes or with an internal piezo rated with a 30 kHz bandwidth for

fast, small changes in frequency with a range of ±250 MHz. The Rock has a power

output of ∼70 mW, which we amplify to 2 W power using a NuFern fiber laser

amplifier. To probe the clock transition we employ two frequency doubling stages.

The first frequency doubling stage is a single pass through a 4 cm periodically poled

lithium niobate crystal (PPLN). The crystal is temperature controlled with a phase-

matched operating temperature of 81◦ C. Using ∼1.7 W incident power (after losses

from an isolator) we achieve a second harmonic conversion of up to 140 mW of green

light at 531 nm. A dichroic mirror separates the frequency doubled light from the

fundamental and directs it to the second doubling stage.
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The second frequency doubling stage consists of a bow-tie resonator cavity similar

to the cavities we used to produce our MOT light, but with minor differences. For

the nonlinear conversion element we use a 1 cm flat-cut BBO crystal located at the

cavity beam waist, held in a stage that can be translated and rotated to optimize

the crystal position as well as the phase-matching angle for Type 1 critical phase

matching. The two curved mirrors have ROC = 10 cm and are spaced by 10 cm.

The round-trip cavity length is ∼86 cm. One of the curved mirrors is a dichroic

mirror highly reflective at 531 nm, but transparent to the UV light generated at

265.5 nm allowing it to pass out of the cavity. One of the flat cavity mirrors is

glued to a small piezo for frequency stabilization purposes. The cavity is locked

to the incoming green light using the Hansch-Couillod polarization locking method

described in section 2.5. From this cavity we generate up to 15 mW of UV light

to be used for the clock transition probe beam. The spatial profile of the UV light

after exiting the cavity has a highly elliptical aspect ratio due to the large “walk-off”

angle in the BBO crystal. We employ methods described in section 5.3 to shape the

beam profile to be suitable for spectroscopy of the clock transition.

5.2 Hg199 1S0 −3 P0 Clock Transition Spectroscopy Scheme

For our initial spectroscopy of the Hg199 1S0 −3 P0 clock transition we employed

direct excitation of the clock transition, previously described and demonstrated by

Courtillot et. al. when performing spectroscopy on the narrow clock transition in

Strontium [34]. In this detection scheme the MOT is maintained by the optical

and magnetic trapping fields while a probe beam is scanned over the resonance of
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the clock transition. The probe beam is directed vertically into the MOT, then

retro-reflected back through the MOT. As the probe beam is scanned over clock

transition resonance, some atoms in the MOT will be excited into the long-lived 3P0

clock transition which has a lifetime of ∼1 second. They fall under the influence of

gravity and are Doppler-shifted out of resonance with the clock laser light, preventing

these atoms from being optically pumped back into the ground state. During this

time, the atoms excited into the clock transition state will no longer be resonant

with the ground state trapping light forming the optical molasses. After a fraction

of a second (much less than the excited state lifetime of the clock transition state)

the excited atoms will have fallen out of the MOT capture region defined by the

diameter of the MOT beams. These atoms are therefore lost from the trap and we

detect the dip in MOT fluorescence collected by the photomultiplier tube.

The level of MOT depletion depends on the loss rate due to the clock transition

probe beam (affected by parameters such as probe beam intensity, spatial overlap,

detuning, etc), and the rate at which background Hg atoms are added to the trap

described in section 4.3. While the MOT is being depleted by the clock transition

probe beam, it is simultaneously being “reloaded” by the MOT beams. The scan rate

of the clock transition probe beam must be slow enough to ensure MOT depletion,

and the background pressure low enough that the MOT is not reloaded faster than

it is depleted.

Determination of the clock transition frequency cannot be accurately made while

the MOT beams are present due to the stark shift of the clock transition resonance

frequency in the presence of the MOT beams’ electric field (and to a much lesser
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extent the magnetic field). The stark shift can be avoided by switching off the MOT

beams while the clock probe beam is switched on. This has been demonstrated by

several groups performing clock spectroscopy using alkali-earth atoms (Strontium,

Ytterbium, and Mercury) [26, 34, 74]. The stark shift due to the magnetic fields

produce by the trapping and cooling Helmholtz coils in these cases was insignificant

for the frequency precision and accuracies achieved. We performed clock transition

spectroscopy measurements first with the MOT beams running continuously, and

then with the MOT beams switched off while probing the transition as described in

section 5.6.2. In this way we were able to directly characterize the stark shift with

MOT trapping beams present.

5.3 Alignment of Clock Transition Probe Beam

The first step to realize spectroscopy of the clock transition is the spatial overlap

of the spectroscopy beam with the Hg atom cloud. To do this we combine the

probe beam with our vertical MOT beam using a λ/2 waveplate and the same

cube polarization beam splitter that separates the vertical MOT beam from the

two horizontal MOT beams. A telescope placed before the overlapping cube beam

splitter gently focuses the probe beam onto the retro-reflecting mirror behind the

MOT such that the beam profile roughly corresponds to the MOT diameter on the

initial and retro-reflected pass. As mentioned previously, the spatial profile of the

clock beam initially has a high degree of ellipticity. We add a cylindrical lens within

the telescope to roughly correct for the beam ellipticity. To characterize the MOT

beam profile at the atom cloud the probe beam is deflected onto a beam profiler
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(a)
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Figure 5.1: (a) The clock probe beam profile and focusing at the MOT was deter-
mined by propagating the UV beam over the same distance after the telescope onto
a beam profiler. (b) A line out of the horizontal profile, and (c) the veritcal profile
are shown.

so that the propagation distance to the detector is approximately the same as to

the center of the MOT. Beam profile images are taken at both the initial and retro-

reflected beam distances. Fig. 5.1 shows the clock probe beam profile. More

careful beam shaping could improve the beam profile to make it more symmetric.

The beam diameters in the horizontal and vertical directions are 200 µm and 400
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µm, respectively while the MOT diameter is ∼150 µm.

Alignment of the clock probe beam to the trapped Hg atom cloud is not trivial,

but an effective method described here has yielded repeatable results. While the

MOT is running, an adjustable iris is placed in the path of the vertical MOT beam

approximately halfway between the cube beam splitter and the MOT location in

the center of the chamber. With the iris open, care is taken to adjust the vertical

MOT beam so that the MOT population is maximized. The iris is nearly closed

and the retro-reflecting mirror for the vertical MOT beam is adjusted so that the

MOT beam is precisely retro-reflected back through the iris. Opening the iris should

reveal a fully formed MOT with a large population. Gradually closing the iris while

monitoring the MOT in real time, we see the MOT destroyed as the iris eclipses

the position in the beam where the MOT forms. The iris’s horizontal and vertical

position is adjusted so that the MOT forms again, and this process is continued until

the iris can be nearly closed while still maintaining a MOT. In practice we were able

to see a very weak MOT by increasing the camera gain even when the iris was closed

as far as was mechanically allowed. At this point the iris aperture defines an axis

along which the MOT forms (a single aperture defines two points because the beam

is retro-reflected and must pass back through the aperture). The MOT beams are

aligned well with the center of the magnetic field gradient so this axis corresponds

closely to the center of the MOT beam profile. Alignment of the clock probe beam

is then straight-forward. Using two steering mirrors we simply direct the probe

beam (overlapped with the vertical MOT beam via polarizing cube beam splitter)

through the iris aperture and ensure that its retro-reflection is directed back through
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the iris without adjusting the MOT beam retro-reflecting mirror. The probe beam

and the MOT cloud will then be spatially overlapped and fine-tuning can occur

while performing spectroscopy of the clock transition. It should be noted that this

alignment technique is especially effective in our case because both the trapping

and clock probe beam light are short in wavelength and do not experience large

diffraction effects through a small iris aperture even over length scales of a meter

or more. Working with longer-wavelength trapping/probe light would significantly

reduce the effectiveness of the technique.

5.4 An Iodine Absolute Reference Cell

Finding the Hg199 clock transition requires that we accurately know the frequency

of our own lasers. For rough determination of our laser frequencies we use a

Burleigh WA-1100 wavemeter with an advertised wavelength accuracy of ±0.0015

nm. In practice this translates into a frequency uncertainty of ±437 MHz in the IR.

This is problematic for us because the clock transition has an anticipated Doppler-

broadened transition linewidth of less than 1 MHz in the UV (less than 250 kHz

IR) and requires very slow scanning to determine (as slow as 1 MHz per minute).

Without a more precise initial frequency reference for our clock laser it could take

days to scan for the transition over such a large frequency space and we would have

to perform the same feat each time we were to search for the transition. An ap-

peal to logic (and arguably the 8th amendment to the United States Constitution!)

dictates the need for an absolute frequency reference with which we may determine

our clock laser frequency having an accuracy within ∼1 MHz for finding the clock
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: (a) An iodine atlas (figure borrowed from Kato et. al. [75]) shows a
grouping of reference lines at 531 nm plotted against reference etalon peaks shown
on top. These peaks are ∼550 MHz away from the half-frequency of the Hg199 clock
transition. (b) A closeup view of the relevant Iodine lines and etalon reference peaks
(it is the very weak set of peaks shown in (a) on the far right-hand side of the scan).

transition day in and day out. To this end we use an Iodine cell as a rough absolute

frequency reference for determination of the clock laser frequency.

5.4.1 Mapping Relevant Iodine Transition Profiles

Iodine is a well-characterized molecule having many resonances that span the visible

and infrared spectrum. We proceeded to identify potential Iodine transitions we

could use as our reference by using the Iodine atlas created by Kato et. al. [75].

The atlas reports a group of Iodine transitions near 531 nm located roughly 550 MHz

away from the half-frequency of the Hg199 clock transition reported by Petersen et.

al.

Saturated absorption spectroscopy of our iodine cell identifies individual peaks

under the Doppler-broadened Iodine resonance near 531 nm. Molecular absorption

lines are notoriously weak, however using an amplified differential photodetector
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Figure 5.3: Saturated absorption spectroscopy peaks for molecular Iodine at 531 nm
near the Hg199 clock transition. We determine the absolute frequency of a particular
reference transition to within 1 MHz.

and plenty of power for the pump beam (typically more than 20 mW) we were able

to perform the spectroscopy with just a single pass in a 10 cm long cell. We used

light from the clock laser (sampled just after the first doubling stage) to perform the

spectroscopy and to map the structure of the peaks under the Doppler-broadened

absorption profile. The pump beam power was 25 mW and the probe beam power

was 1 mW. Fig. 5.3 shows a calibrated scan of the resolved Iodine transitions near
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531 nm. A brief explanation of the method of calibrating the scan is in order. We

used the Pound-Drever Hall method to frequency lock a commercial Toptica diode

laser to an ultra-high finesse (UHF) reference cavity formed by highly reflective

optics optically contacted to a spacer made of ultralow-expansion glass (see section

5.5 for UHF cavity details). We detect the heterodyne beatnote between the diode

laser and the clock laser at 1062 nm and use this beatnote to phase lock the two lasers

together, transferring the long-term stability of the UHF cavity to the clock laser.

The relative frequency between the diode laser and clock laser is precisely controlled

and tuned using a function generator that acts as a local oscillator for the phase lock

stabilization electronics. We center the clock laser on the highest-frequency peak of

the iodine transition grouping (transition center determined by using the phase lock

local oscillator to manually scan to the zero value determined by the center of the

dispersive error signal) and record the beat frequency. We repeat the process for the

furthest transition on the lowest-frequency peak. The frequency spacing between

the two peaks is 855.174 MHz and provides a well-calibrated frequency axis for the

iodine transition spacings.

We identified a reference transition among this group, a lone peak approximately

550 MHz away from the half-frequency of the Hg199 clock transition. The peak is

easily identifiable due to a lack of nearby neighbors and by the distinct resonance

structure to either side of the transition. Visual inspection of the atlas (shown

in Fig. 5.2) reveals an estimate for the absolute frequency of the iodine reference

transition to be 564285.3858 ±0.0143 GHz. This uncertainty takes into account a

±4.3 MHz uncertainty denoted by the atlas introduction, and a ±10 MHz full-width
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half maximum of the transition peak. A more accurate value for the frequency of

this transition as determined by us is given in section 5.4.2.

5.4.2 Absolute Iodine Transition Frequency Determination

As previously stated, we used second harmonic light from the clock fiber laser itself to

perform the iodine spectroscopy. The clock laser cannot simultaneously be resonant

with the iodine transitions and the Hg199 clock transition 1.1 GHz (IR frequency)

away. The frequency gap is just large enough to preclude the option of using an

AOM to bridge the offset. In order to reach the Hg199 clock transition the clock

laser must be tuned away from the iodine reference transition by 1.1 GHz (IR).

Unfortunately this is farther than the tunable piezo range of 500 MHz in the fiber

laser, so the fiber laser must first be roughly temperature tuned to the general area

then precisely tuned to the clock resonance using the piezo. When we temperature

tune the clock laser away from the iodine reference transition we lose our knowledge

of the precise laser frequency of the clock laser, and subsequent tuning and scanning

to find the clock transition would again revert to a tedious fishing expedition. To

overcome this problem we once again make use of the UHF reference cavity. Again

we lock our commercial diode laser (Toptica DL Pro) to our high finesse cavity,

and monitor the beatnote between the clock laser and the diode laser to maintain

knowledge of our relative frequency position. We are then able to use a combination

of both course temperature and fine piezo tuning to detune the clock laser 1.1 GHz

(IR) away from the iodine reference transition to the (one-fourth) Hg199 transition

frequency. Once this is accomplished we turn on the phase lock which allows us to
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once again transfer UHF cavity stability to the clock laser and use the phase lock

local oscillator to scan very slowly with a precision limited only by the slow drift of

our ULE reference cavity. Using this method we were soon able to find and perform

spectroscopy of the Hg199 clock transition, detailed in 5.6.

After finding the Hg199 clock transition we used our knowledge of its frequency

(reported in [68]) to back out a more accurate estimate of our iodine reference

transition frequency. To accomplish this we determined the center frequency of the

clock transition relative to the beatnote frequency of the diode laser and clock laser

(method described in section 5.5.4) and recorded the beatnote frequency value. We

displayed and monitored the beatnote in real time on a spectrum analyzer while we

disengaged the phase lock and temperature tuned the clock probe laser back to the

iodine reference transition. We then used a FM lock to stabilize the clock laser to the

iodine reference transition and recorded the beatnote frequency using the spectrum

analyzer. The two beatnote values were able to give us an accurate frequency

spacing (in the IR) between the (half) iodine reference transition frequency and the

(one-fourth) frequency of the Hg199 clock transition.

Our final calculated value for the absolute iodine reference transition frequency

is 564285.3783374 GHz with an uncertainty of ±360 kHz. This absolute frequency

determination fits within the margin of error of our estimate of the reference tran-

sition frequency made by inspection of the FWHM of the transition peak shown in

the iodine atlas. The uncertainty in our measurement is dominated by difficulties

with the iodine spectroscopy cell. The saturated absorption features are very small

compared to the doppler background; producing a symmetric error signal with back-
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: (a) Our Iodine error signal is assymetric; this produces an offset uncer-
tainty in the center frequency of the reference transition. (b) The RMS frequency
fluctuations of our laser locked to the iodine reference transition are much less than
the offset uncertainty.

ground perfectly substracted is non-trivial when using our single-pass, short (10 cm)

iodine cell. The assymetric nature of our error signal produces an offset frequency

error which we estimate by measuring from the midpoint between the error signal

extreme values to the baseline. This midpoint would coincide with the center fre-

quency of the iodine transition in the case of a symmetric error signal. Fig. 5.4(a)

shows the shaded region corresponding to the signal center and over to the baseline

which spans ±360 kHz. This uncertainty is greater than the uncertainty calculated

from the RMS fluctuations of the laser locked to the error signal (∼103 kHz, shown

in Fig. 5.4(b)) as well as the uncertainty in our knowledge of the Hg199 clock tran-

sition frequency relative to the iodine reference transition. An uncertainty of ±360

kHz is an acceptable error margin for our use of the iodine cell as a rough absolute

frequency reference to help us locate the Hg199 clock transition day after day. In

practice we are able to successfully and repeatably use the reference to locate the
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Figure 5.5: A beatnote between our clock fiber laser and a diode laser locked to a
stable reference cavity allows us to maintain knowledge of the fiber laser frequency
relative to an absolute iodine reference even after tuning away from the transition.

Hg199 clock transition within minutes of determining the clock laser frequency using

the iodine reference.

5.5 The Ultra-High Finesse Reference Cavity

To search for the Hg199 clock transition it is necessary to know the frequency of our

probe laser with good accuracy even after tuning away from the iodine reference.

Fig. 5.5 shows a diagram of the setup used to accomplish this. We lock a Toptica

diode laser having the same wavelength as our fiber laser to a stable reference cavity

using the Pound Drever-Hall method, while the clock fiber laser is locked to the

iodine reference transition. A fraction of the power from the two lasers is overlapped

in a fiber combiner and coupled to a photodetector. The value of the heterodyne

beatnote between the two lasers is shown on a spectrum analyzer and carefully
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noted. Since the diode laser is tightly locked to a reference cavity and the fiber laser

free-running linewidth is <7 kHz the linewidth of the beatnote is known at least with

a precision of <10 kHz. When the fiber laser is unlocked from the iodine reference

transition and temperature tuned toward the Hg199 clock transition frequency, the

spectrum analyzer shows the changing frequency of the heterodyne beatnote between

fiber laser and diode laser. In this way we can readily determine precisely how far

in frequency space the clock laser has traveled away from our iodine reference. The

certainty with which we know the frequency of the clock laser at this point is solely

at the mercy of the reference cavity frequency drift. To this end we perform a

preliminary characterization of the reference cavity drift to determine its suitability

for use in our experiment.

5.5.1 Precursor to the UHF Cavity

Our first attempt at using a reference cavity for this purpose was to use a zerodur

glass spacer having two mirrors glued to either end, with one mirror behind a ring

piezo-electric to provide cavity tunability. This zerodur cavity is nearly identical to

that described in section 2.7. A modest effort was made to isolate the zerodur cavity

from the surrounding environment as shown in Fig. 5.6. We characterized the

free-running cavity frequency drift over time by locking the fiber laser to the iodine

transition then recording the change in the heterodyne beatnote over time between

the fiber laser and diode laser locked to the reference cavity. Fig. 5.6(c) shows

that the zerodur cavity frequency experienced a maximum excursion of roughly 2

MHz during the first 5 minutes. Anecdotally, I was sitting next to the cavity when
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.6: (a,b) Our initial attempt to utilize a reference cavity consisted of a
zerodur spacer placed in a homemade box with modest efforts at environmental
isolation. (c) The cavity drift in frequency over a period of 30 minutes.

this data was taken. However after I physically moved away from the cavity at

the 5 minute mark the change in the environment surrounding the cavity caused a

rather large albeit slow drift in frequency of about 20 MHz as the cavity slowly came

to thermal equilibrium with the new environment. This suggests that our modest

initial efforts to isolate the reference cavity environment to a level sufficient for us to
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perform the clock spectroscopy were insufficient. These potentially large frequency

shifts over these time scales would make searching for the clock transition a study

in futility (a conclustion born out by several nights spent searching for the clock

transition using this setup).

5.5.2 UHF Cavity Environmental Isolation

When our UHF cavity and vacuum chamber were ready for use, we implemented

them immediately in our search for the clock transition. The UHF cavity is made of

ULE glass, which has a lower sensitivity to thermal fluctuations than zerodur. The

mirrors that form the cavity are optically contacted, and are highly reflective.

The UHF cavity is mounted inside the custom-built vacuum chamber on a teflon

mount. A copper shield inside the chamber provides even further isolation between

the cavity and thermal radiation from the chamber walls. Eventually when the

UHF cavity is used to stabilize the clock laser frequency, the chamber walls will be

temperature controlled to ensure that the temperature of the UHF cavity is tuned

where its thermal coefficient of expansion is lowest. The vacuum chamber itself rests

on a commercial isolation platform from “minus k Technology”. The UHF cavity

and vacuum chamber are shown in Fig. 5.7.

5.5.3 UHF Cavity Finesse

We experimentally determined the finesse of the UHF cavity by curve-fitting the

decaying behavior of laser light reflected from the cavity mirror as the laser was

slowly scanned across the cavity resonance. The photon lifetime is determined by
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.7: (a) The UHF cavity made of ULE glass is placed (b) inside a vac-
uum chamber to provide environmental isolation. (c),(d) An additional heat shield
within the chamber provides further isolation between the UHF cavity and thermal
radiation from the chamber walls.

the decay time constant “τ” corresponding to the data curve fit to the equation

f(t) = Ae−( t
τ

)sin(at+ bt2 + c). (5.1)

The equation contains the “decay” term (exponential) and a “ringing” term (sinu-

soidal with generic fitted constant, linear, and “chirped” parameters a,b, and c) due
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to interference between light leaked from the cavity and incident light reflected from

the cavity mirror surface as the laser is scanned through resonance. The photon

lifetime τ can then be used to calculate the cavity finesse “F” with

F = 2πτ · FSR, (5.2)

where FSR is the cavity free spectral range. Fig. 5.8 shows data of a rindown

measurement overlaid by a fit yielding a cavity finesse value of 586,941. An average

of six measurements yields a cavity finesse value of 613,000 for our UHF cavity.

5.5.4 UHF Cavity Drift Characterization

The drift frequency of the UHF cavity was initially roughly determined by locking a

commercial Toptica diode laser to the cavity and monitoring the beatnote between

the diode laser and the clock fiber laser which was stabilized to the reference transi-

tion in our iodine cell (see section 5.4). The difficulty in subtracting the background

fluctuations for the iodine spectroscopy gave the lock a ±1 MHz accuracy. Initial

characterization of the UHF cavity reveals that the maximum excursion values for

the cavity frequency drift are within the uncertainty of the iodine lock, and a linear

fit to the data determines an overall drift rate of just 1.5 kHz/min (see Fig. 5.11).

Careful temperature control of the vacuum chamber walls such that the equilibrium

temperature of the ULE glass matches its minimum expansion temperature will re-

duce the drift rate even further. Because we expect the Doppler-broadened clock

transition to be on the order of 1 MHz (UV frequency) or less in a cold cloud of

atoms, we need to have a frequency stability of well below < 250 kHz over long time
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Narrow linewidth laser light reflected from the UHF cavity while slowly
scanning across resonance exhibits a decay determined by the photon lifetime.
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Figure 5.9: The beatnote between a diode laser locked to the UHF cavity and
a fiber laser locked to a transition in iodine maps the frequency drift of the UHF
reference cavity over time.

scales in the IR to achieve sufficient stability for initial spectroscopy of the clock

transition. Initial drift rate testing of our UHF cavity demonstrated that it was

sufficient for us to use as a reference to search for and perform the clock transition

spectroscopy.

Once spectroscopy of the Hg199 clock transition was realized, we used the clock

transition to more accurately characterize a drift rate for our UHF cavity. We

characterized the drift of our UHF reference cavity in the following manner: the

Hg199 clock transition is scanned by slowly modulating (100 seconds per modulation

period) the local oscillator frequency of the phase lock offset between the diode laser

locked to the UHF reference cavity and the clock laser. As the UHF cavity slowly

drifts, the clock transition absorption profile appears to shift away from the trigger

edge that corresponds to the local oscillator frequency. In reality, this represents a
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Figure 5.10: As the UHF cavity slowly drifts, the clock transition absorption profile
appears to shift away from the local oscillator sync output reference.

drift of the UHF reference cavity relative to the clock transtion. Fitting a gaussian

curve to the clock transition profile allows us to to determine its center frequency

value to ±5 kHz relative to the frequency of the local oscillator trigger output. By

recording and time-stamping several of these values over several hours we map the

frequency drift of our UHF cavity relative to the Hg199 clock transition frequency.

Fig. 5.11 shows data of the relative (linear) frequency drift of our UHF cavity and

the Hg199 clock transition. A linear fit to the data yields a drift frequency of -557.7
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Figure 5.11: The UHF reference cavity is made of ultra-low expansion glass, but
still the slow expansion of the cavity is discernible when the frequency of a laser
locked to the cavity is measured relative to the Hg199 clock transition frequency.
Currently, the vacuum chamber is not actively temperature controlled.

±12.5 Hz/sec. The negative sign denotes a slow decrease in relative frequency for the

reference cavity, indicating that the UHF cavity is slowly expanding. Measurements

on subsequent days yield different values for cavity drift, making it necessary for us

to characterize the drift before making any measurements that require us to take the

drift into account. Future experimental efforts will be made to actively temperature

stabilize the vacuum chamber housing to a value that corresponds to the minimum
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thermal expansion coefficient to both minimize and regulate the drift.

5.6 Hg199 1S0 −3 P0 Clock Transition Spectroscopy Details

5.6.1 Initial Scan of Hg199 Clock Transition

In order to perform spectroscopy of the Hg199 clock transition we first determine

the absolute frequency of the clock laser by locking to the reference transition in

iodine at 564285.378337 GHz. Petersen reports the UV frequency of the Hg199 clock

transition to be 1128575.290808 GHz [68]. Locating the clock transition from where

the clock laser is locked to the iodine reference transition requires us to tune the

clock laser a total of 1.1335 GHz (IR frequency). Monitoring the beatnote between

the clock laser and the diode laser locked to our UHF reference cavity, we unlock

the clock laser from the iodine and tune up in frequency using course temperature

tuning and fine piezo tuning until the beatnote has shifted by 1.1335 GHz, roughly

coinciding with the Hg199 clock transition frequency. We then engage a phase lock

between the diode laser and the clock laser, transferring the stability of the reference

cavity to the clock laser. We estimate our diode laser linewidth (and subsequently

the clock laser linewidth) to be ∼3-5 kHz in the IR (12-20 kHz in the UV), on the

order of the UHF cavity linewidth. For future experiments the locking must be

greatly improved and the diode laser linewidth reduced to below the 1 Hz level, but

for the initial clock transition spectroscopy this level of stabilization is sufficient.

The phase-lock loop filter references a signal from a function generator, which

can be slowly and precisely scanned over a known frequency. In this way the clock
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Figure 5.12: Absorption profile of the Hg199 clock transition. Probe beam power
measured just before incidence on the MOT atom cloud is 3 mW.

fiber laser maintains the stability of the UHF reference cavity but can be scanned

independently. While the function generator is scanned the MOT population is

monitored by focusing MOT flourescence into a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Fig.

5.12 shows our intitial spectroscopy of the Hg199 clock transition. For this scan the

MOT beams were left on during the entire time the absorption profile data was

collected. The scan range was 9.6 MHz, the scan rate was 112 kHz/sec. A digital

filter allows us to average away the amplitude fluctuations of the MOT population,

which in our MOT can be as high as 15%. The digital filter was set for low pass

below 1 Hz. A slow scan of the transition was required so as not to allow the low-

pass filter to interfere with the signal, and also to allow the MOT to repopulate fast

enough to achieve a symmetric scan of the clock transition.
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5.6.2 Field-Free Scan of Hg199 Clock Transition

Our initial setup of the Hg199 spectroscopy was not usable for making precision

frequency measurements because we allowed the MOT beams to remain on while

performing the spectroscopy. This introduces an AC stark shift in the transition

frequency (directly measured in section 5.6.4), and could also introduce other un-

forseen effects such as a broadening of the transition linewidth due to the complex

interactions of simultaneously driving two transitions in a multi-level system. To

make precision measurements we need to perform the clock transition spectroscopy

in an environment free of outside electromagnetic fields.

To perform the clock transition spectroscopy free of the AC stark shift introduced

by the MOT beams we employed a chopper wheel. The chopper is placed near a

telescope focus before dividing the beam into several beams, so that all MOT beams

are shut off simultaneously and are completely shut off/turned on in just 10 µs. The

beams are chopped at a frequency of 890 Hz with a duty cycle of 50%, creating

windows of time where the MOT beams were on/off for 560 µs. This caused the

population of the MOT to drop until it reached a steady-state average value much

lower than when the beams were operating continuously, which is detected and

monitored by our PMT. When the MOT light shuts off, a photodetector monitoring

the MOT light downstream sends a signal to our Arduino board which in turn

activates an AOM which allows the clock probe beam laser to be switched on during

the time that the MOT beams are off. The total time elapsed from the MOT beams

being turned off to the probe beam being switched completely on is 20 µs. The probe

beam duration is 500 µs, controlled by our Arduino board. Optimum duration of
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Figure 5.13: Spectroscopy of the Hg199 clock transition in the absence of the MOT
beams.

the probe beam corresponds to a “pi” pulse where all the atoms are pumped from

the ground state into the clock transition state. Experimentally, we determined that

we achieved the maximum MOT depletion of about 30% with a probe beam pulse

duration of 500 µs. However this does not necessarily correspond to a “pi” pulse; it

may be that our MOT temperature is high enough that the some of the atom cloud

simply ballistically disperses too far to be recollected after leaving the MOT beams

off for too long.
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Figure 5.14: Using a very slow scan rate we can just make out a weak saturated
absorption dip in the Hg199 clock transition profile.

With this setup, we slowly scanned the frequency of our clock probe laser over

the clock transition resonance and monitored the fluorescence with the PMT. Fig.

5.13 shows a field-free spectroscopy profile of the Hg199 clock transition using this

scheme along with our gaussian fit to the profile.

In performing spectroscopy of the clock transition our clock probe beam passes

vertically through the MOT and then is retro-reflected back through the MOT, in a

pump-probe geometry. With sufficiently precise alignment this geometry allows us
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to detect a saturated absorption feature in the clock transition spectrsocopy profile,

shown in Fig. 5.14. With a very narrow laser linewidth, the saturated absorption

feature will split into two features known as the “photon recoil doublet”. As we

cannot distinguish two individual peaks in the saturated absorption dip we conclude

that the linewidth of our clock laser is too broad to resolve the individual peaks of

the photon recoil doublet. Future work to narrow the linewidth of the clock probe

laser should allow us to resolve this feature.

5.6.3 MOT Temperature Determination by Doppler Broadening

The natural linewidth of the Hg199 clock transition is on the order of 1 Hz. Because

it is so narrow compared to the profile seen in Fig. 5.13 we may assume that in

the absence of power-broadening the profile should match that of a simple Gaus-

sian Doppler-broadened profile described by equation 4.9. The corresponding MOT

temperature associated with this linewidth would then be given by

T =
δν2

FWHM

ν2
0

mc2

8kBln(2)
(5.3)

and the temperature may be easily found by simply determining the full width at

half maximum with a curve fitting routine.

However, another consideration must be given to the potential effects of power

broadening due to the probe beam, which takes the form

∆ωFWHM = Γ(1 +
I

Isat
)1/2 (5.4)

and vanishes at low intensities for the probe beam. To experimentally determine

the effect of the power broadening on the clock transition we took several profiles
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Figure 5.15: We determine the MOT temperature directly from a FWHM deter-
mination of gaussian fitting to the spectroscopy data.

of the clock transition at different probe beam powers and fitted them to Gaussian

curves. At higher probe beam intensities this will not reflect the Doppler-broadened

linewidth but rather a convolution of both Doppler and power broadening. However

at low probe beam intensities the profile should be Gaussian and the value of the

fitted FWHM can be used in equation 5.3 to back out the temperature of the MOT.

Fig. 5.15 shows the fitted Gaussian widths for the clock transition spectroscopy

profile at various probe beam power levels, along with the corresponding temper-
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ature calculated from equation 5.3. Power broadening seems to have a significant

influence even down to extremely low power levels for the probe beam, so we use

the Gaussian linewidth of the transtion profile at the lowest probe beam powers to

estimate an upper bound for the temperature of the MOT.

Fig. 5.15 suggests a MOT temperature in the range of 120-140 µK. This agrees

with the lower bound set in our time-of-flight fluorescence measurements and also

agrees well with the value obtained from our time-of-flight absorption measurements.

We conclude that our MOT is about four times hotter than the minimum Doppler

temperature. Future efforts will endeavor to cool the atoms closer to the Doppler

limit before loading into a lattice.

5.6.4 Measured Stark Shift Due to MOT Beams

An atom in an oscillating electromagnetic field experiences a frequency shift known

as the AC stark shift. Consequently while performing spectroscopy of the clock

transition it is necessary for us to shut off the MOT beams during the measurement.

We do this by using a chopper as explained in detail in section 5.6.2.

To characterize the stark shift of our MOT beams we make several measurements

of the UHF cavity drift frequency, alternating clock transition spectroscopy setups

between leaving the MOT beams on continuously and implementing the chopper

to make a field free measurment of the transition. . The result plotted in Fig.

5.16(a) shows a distinct and easily detectable frequency offset between field free

measurements and those experiencing the starf shift. As expected, all measurements

experience a common linear frequency shift due to the UHF cavity drift. After
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Figure 5.16: (a) Interleaved measurements of the clock transition frequency relative
to the UHF reference cavity show a clear frequency offset when the MOT beams are
left on due to the AC stark shift. (b) Clock transition spectroscopy profiles with and
without MOT beams on. Linear frequency drift of the UHF cavity is accounted for,
yielding a true graphical representation of the stark shift due to the MOT beams.
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subtracting this linear frequency drift the measured stark shift for our data set is 99

±8 kHz. Fig. 5.16(b) shows two fitted profiles of the clock transition spectroscopy,

one taken using the field free method and one taken while leaving the MOT beams

on continuously. The frequency drift for time elapsed between the two measurements

is taken into account and subtracted, so that the plot visually represents the AC

stark shift experienced by the Hg atoms when allowing the MOT beams to run

continuously.

We also attempted to experimentally determine the AC stark shift due to the

clock probe beam itself. Fig. 5.17(a) shows an interleaved measurement of the

type described above, but in this case all measurements use the “field-free” method

described in 5.6.2. We alternate the probe beam power several times between a cho-

sen reference power level and many other probe beam powers to determine whether

we can detect a noticeable frequency offset at the various probe beam powers. After

subtracting the linear cavity drift (shown in Fig. 5.17(b)) it is apparent that we do

not detect a frequency shift due to the probe beam power that we can character-

ize as the AC stark shift. We are likely limited by our clock probe laser linewidth

(estimated by us to be approximately 10-17 kHz in the UV). Future work on the

clock system will include narrowing the clock laser linewidth by several orders of

magnitude, which could lead to an improved characterization of the AC stark shift

due to the probe beam.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have developed and characterized a source for cooling and trapping neutral Hg

on the ground state transition at 254 nm. The source laser is an optically pumped

semiconductor laser (OPSL), which is frequency quadrupled using two doubling

cavity stages. The laser exhibits reliable high-power single-frequency operation and a

narrow linewidth suitable for trapping and cooling of neutral Hg. The laser performs

suitably well to be considered in the future as an option for atomic spectroscopy

applications in general.

Using our OPSL-based laser source we have built a working neutral Hg MOT in

our lab. We characterized the population, density, and loading time of the MOT.

We determined an upper limit for the temperature of our neutral Hg MOT through

direct observation of the doppler broadened Hg199 1S0 − 3P 0 transition. We per-

formed spectroscopy of the Hg199 1S0 − 3P 0 clock transition and saw indications of

saturated absorption spectroscopy.

We utilized the clock transition to make some measurements including prelim-

inary characterization of our ultra high finesse cavity drift rate. We measured the

stark shift effect on the clock transition frequency due to our MOT beams. We

determined the absolute frequency of a particular iodine reference transition peak

within ∼1 MHz and mapped the relative frequency spacing of the neighboring peaks
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with a high degree of accuracy and precision. Characterization of the iodine ref-

erence transition absolute frequency (and its neighbors) has proved invaluable for

our day-to-day efforts to consistently, confidently, and quickly locate the Hg199 clock

transition for spectroscopy measurements.

Immediate future work on this experiment includes narrowing the linewidth of

the clock laser by improving the lock to the UHF reference cavity, with an eventual

goal of sub-Hz linewidth for the clock laser. Spectroscopy of the clock transition

has been performed on the odd isotopes of neutral Hg, but there has not been a

demonstration of spectroscopy of the clock transition for the even isotopes. This

would require the application of an external magnetic field for state mixing to allow

the clock transition to occur. Our lab should be able to perform spectroscopy on the

even isotope clock transitions with few additional modifications to our experimental

setup.

A recent publication by Alden et. al. proposes a high precision clock based on

a two-photon excitation of the neutral Mercury clock transition in a vapor cell with

no cooling/trapping required [76]. Due to its simplicity a clock based on this setup

could be used as a stable portable frequency standard. The calculations suggest

that its stability would rival the best portable frequency standards available [76].

Our lab may be able to carry out a modified version of the proposed two-photon

clock transition excitation experiment in the near future with little change to our

current setup.

Realization of this and other future experiments would serve to validate neutral

mercury as a prime candidate for various fundamental atomic physics studies, as
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well as demonstrating its utility and simplicity for use as a world-class frequency

standard.
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Injection Locked Femtosecond Frequency Comb Amplifier



Generation of high-power frequency combs
from injection-locked femtosecond
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We demonstrate a scalable approach for the generation of high average power femtosecond (fs) pulse trains
from Ti:sapphire by optically injection locking a resonant amplification cavity. We generate up to 7 W aver-
age power with over 30% optical extraction efficiency in a 68 fs pulse train operating at 95 MHz. This mas-
ter oscillator power amplifier approach allows independent optimization of the fs laser while enabling effi-
cient amplification to high average powers. The technique also enables coherent synchronization among
multiple fs laser sources. © 2008 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 320.0320, 320.7090, 320.7160, 140.4480, 140.4780, 140.4050.

A growing number of scientific and technological ap-
plications require high-power femtosecond (fs) pulse
trains operating at the full repetition rate of the la-
ser. Many of these require control and stabilization of
the carrier-envelope offset frequency, fceo, and the
pulse repetition rate, frep, where the mth individual
optical frequency of the fs frequency comb is related
by fm=m� frep+ fceo [1,2]. There is also interest in ex-
tending this fs frequency comb structure into the
extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) through the process of
high-harmonic generation by utilizing a passive fs
enhancement cavity (fsEC) [2–4]. A recent improve-
ment in the output coupling of the harmonics from
fsECs greatly increased the efficiency of this ap-
proach [5]. High-power fs frequency combs combined
with fsECs are therefore promising tools to study
high-field ��1013 W/cm2� light-matter interactions
and for efficient generation of coherent light in the
EUV.

Increasing the average power directly from a mode-
locked fs laser is challenging owing to constraints on
the maximum peak intensity of the intracavity pulse
and other design criteria required for stable mode
locking (e.g., crystal and mirror positions). One ap-
proach is to operate in a regime of positive net group-
delay dispersion (GDD) in which the laser emits
highly chirped picosecond (ps) pulses [6]. In fiber la-
ser systems efficient external amplification of the fs
pulse train is possible owing to the extended and con-
fined gain region, cladding pumping technology, and
excellent thermo-optic properties [7,8]. Efficient am-
plification of fs pulses in bulk solid-state systems
such as Ti:sapphire has proven more challenging ow-
ing to its low gain and short interaction region be-
tween the tightly focused pump and signal beams. To
our best knowledge, the highest optical extraction ef-
ficiency and average power reported to date for such
cw-pumped fs amplifiers operating at the full laser
repetition rate is 10.5% with 5.77 W average output
power, requiring 57 W of pump power [9]. In this Let-
ter, we describe a more efficient and scalable ap-
proach, demonstrating over 30% optical extraction ef-

ficiency in Ti:sapphire with up to 7 W average power
in a stabilized fs pulse train operating at 95 MHz.

Our approach is based on optical injection locking a
secondary laser cavity optimized for output power
and beam quality (parameters that often cannot si-
multaneously be optimized along with mode-locking
stability). To injection lock the fs amplification cavity
(fsAC) the incident pulse train is stabilized to the
cavity by controlling both fceo and frep, as demon-
strated with passive fsECs [10,3]. In addition, tempo-
rally chirped incident pulses are used to reduce the
peak intensity and minimize the round-trip nonlin-
ear phase shift in the fsAC due to propagation in the
gain medium. When this is done, injection locking
with fs pulse trains is similar to that of cw lasers [11]
with the �100,00 individual frequencies of the comb
simultaneously injection locking the fsAC.

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. The fsAC is first independently aligned for
maximum free-running power with a 34% output
coupler. A thermoelectric cooler is used to keep the
Ti:sapphire crystal mount at �8°C. The GDD from
the 6 mm crystal is partially compensated with nega-
tive GDD mirrors, resulting in an estimated +50 fs2

residual round-trip GDD. It is not possible to inde-
pendently initiate mode locking in the fsAC, as the
dispersion compensation and cavity alignment are
not optimized to support this. The master oscillator is

Fig. 1. (Color online) Schematic of injection locking with a
fs frequency comb: NGDD, negative GDD mirrors; PZT, pi-
ezo transducer for cavity length control; FM, frequency
modulation for dither lock; PD, photodiode.
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a home-built Ti:sapphire laser operating in the posi-
tive dispersion regime to conveniently emit highly
chirped �2 ps pulses with up to 1 W average power
at an frep=95 MHz. To actively stabilize the fsAC to
the fs laser its length is first manually adjusted to
match frep of both cavities to within frep /mo, where
mo�4�106 is the mode number of the laser’s ap-
proximate center frequency, fmo

. The laser is then fre-
quency modulated at 1.2 MHz with a small intracav-
ity mirror mounted on a piezo transducer (PZT), and
standard FM demodulation techniques are used to
generate an error signal from a portion of the light
reflected from the cavity. The error signal is used to
control a mirror translated by a PZT in the fsAC to
lock its nearest resonance to the approximate center
frequency of the laser. Owing to the low finesse of the
fsAC, locking is robust and can be maintained for
several hours without needing active control of fceo.
After injection locking, the amplified pulses are com-
pressed using a pair of SF11 prisms with �1.7 m
separation.

The free-running fsAC generates 6.1 W of output
power when pumped with 18.5 W from a frequency-
doubled Nd:vanadate laser (Coherent Verdi). When
injection locked, the free-running spectrum switches
from bidirectional and multimode output to a stable
spectrum similar in bandwidth to that of the incident
pulse train. We measure up to 7 W of output power
(before the prism compressor) with 0.9 W incident
from the laser. An interferometric autocorrelation of
the pulse train after compression at 6.85 W output
power is shown in Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the
autocorrelation of a 65 fs Fourier transform-limited
pulse calculated from the amplified spectrum of the
fsAC. Based on these measurements we determine
the amplified pulse duration to be �68 fs, close to the
Fourier transform limit.

Plots of the amplified spectra for pump powers
from 1 to 18.5 W are shown in Fig. 3(a). The fsAC
was continuously locked to the laser while its pump
power was adjusted. The inset shows the total output
power for each plot, demonstrating a linear power ex-
traction efficiency of 32%. At maximum pump power,
modulation in the spectral profile is evident. We have
confirmed that the onset of these features occurs
when the peak-pulse intensity in the fsAC is too high.
As demonstrated previously for passive fsECs [12],
the cavity resonance frequency can be dynamically
shifted by the intracavity pulse when the nonlinear

contribution to the round-trip phase shift for the
pulse approaches �2� /F, where F is the cavity fi-
nesse. This results in a distorted intracavity pulse
(and its corresponding spectrum) and eventual diffi-
culty in maintaining cavity lock. We confirmed that
the use of shorter pulses greatly increased this effect,
producing sharp spectral features similar to that
seen and modeled by Moll et al. We also verified that
further temporal stretching eliminates the onset of
this behavior. Therefore, further scaling of this sys-
tem to higher powers should be straightforward pro-
vided the incident pulse duration is sufficiently
stretched.

To verify the coherence of the injection-locking pro-
cess across the pulse spectrum a portion of the laser
output is sampled and spatially overlapped with a
portion of the amplified output from the fsAC. Two
different configurations are used for analysis. In the
first configuration, both beams are sent into a spec-
trometer where their individual spectra and com-
bined spectral interference are recorded as shown in
Fig. 3(b). The period of the spectral fringes indicates
a relative time delay between the pulses of �
=�� / �2��f��700 fs, where � is the spectral phase.
The stability and high contrast of these fringes over
seconds of observation time demonstrates the linear
amplification of the pulse train without noticeable
distortion of �. The stability of the fringe position im-
plies timing jitter between the pulse trains below a
fraction of an optical cycle (i.e., ���2.7 fs). The sec-
ond configuration uses an acousto-optic modulator to
shift the amplified frequency comb by 40 MHz, allow-
ing heterodyne detection between the incident and

Fig. 2. (Color online) Measured (black) interferometric au-
tocorrelation of the 68 fs pulse at 6.85 W average output
power and calculated (gray) interferometric autocorrelation
of a Fourier transform-limited 65 fs pulse retrieved from
the spectrum of the fsAC. Baseline offset is added for
comparison.

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Amplified spectrum from the
fsAC as the pump power is varied from 1 to 18.5 W with
0.9 W incident from the laser. Inset shows the correspond-
ing output power for each spectrum shown. (b) Incident
(solid curve), amplified (dashed curve), and combined (gray
curve) laser spectrum. The spectral interference fringes
demonstrate the coherence of the injection-locking process
across the broad bandwidth of the laser. The inset shows
the heterodyne beat note (linear scale) between the inci-
dent fs comb and the amplified fs comb offset by 40 MHz
using an acousto-optic modulator. The beatnote linewidth
is limited by the 9 Hz resolution bandwidth of the spec-
trum analyzer.
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amplified pulse trains. The resulting beat note shown
in the inset of Fig. 3(b) gives a direct measurement of
phase-noise contributions integrated across the
�25 nm bandwidth of the laser spectrum. The line-
width was limited by the 9 Hz resolution bandwidth
of the rf spectrum analyzer and shows no significant
noise above the detection noise floor. This indicates
that there is no significant phase-noise contribution
sufficient to broaden the measured linewidth (i.e., the
integrated phase variance above �9 Hz, ��rms

2 , was
�1 rad2).

The minimum power required from a single-
frequency master laser �Pm� to injection lock a slave
laser with free-running output power Ps depends on
the relative range within which the two laser fre-
quencies can initially be maintained. This locking
range is given by [11]: �flock= �T�FSR /���Pm /Ps,
where T is the coupling mirror transmission and FSR
is the free-spectral range of the slave laser. In a
simple picture of injection locking with a fs frequency
comb we consider an ideal regime with no nonlinear
response or net GDD in the fsAC. The relationship
between the locking range and laser powers as ex-
pressed above can then be applied individually to
each frequency component of the fs comb and the
nearest resonance of the fsAC. Given the average
free-running power of the fsAC and the average fre-
quency range within which fs comb modes can be sta-
bilized to the fsAC, this expression can be used to de-
termine the minimum average power required for
injection locking. At an average power of 3.2 W from
the free-running fsAC, we are able to injection lock
with as little as 57 mW without modification of the
spectrum or optical extraction efficiency. When the
incident power drops to 27 mW the injection-locking
becomes unstable. This minimum power level is com-
parable with that found in similar single-frequency
injection-locked laser systems [13] and agrees rea-
sonably well with that predicted from the above ex-
pression.

The GDD of the fsAC limits the bandwidth that
can be injection locked. As with the passive fsECs
[14], the residual GDD results in unequally spaced
resonant modes, which in turn limits the bandwidth
over which the equally spaced fs comb can be aligned.
An upper estimate for the bandwidth that can be in-
jection locked to a dispersive fsAC can be made by de-
termining the bandwidth at which the modes of the fs
comb become detuned from the fsAC modes by �flock.
Preliminary experimental measurements show, and
numerical calculations predict, a bandwidth limita-
tion of �30 nm in our current setup. Future work
will focus on improved GDD compensation and a

more detailed understanding of bandwidth limita-
tions given the homogeneous nature of the Ti:sap-
phire gain [15].

In conclusion, we generate up to 7 W average
power in a fs pulse train by optical injection locking
of an amplification cavity enabling efficient power
scaling of fs frequency combs in bulk solid-state sys-
tems. Many solid-state lasers capable of high average
powers, which may otherwise be difficult to mode
lock, could be converted to high-power fs pulse trains
in this way with either very high or low repetition
rates. Amplification of high-repetition-rate sources
��10 GHz� generated by external cavity filtering can
be useful for direct fs comb spectroscopy, particularly
when requiring frequency conversion to the UV or
mid-IR. In addition, multiple lasers can be coherently
linked using only minimal coupling power, poten-
tially useful for coherent synchronization or regen-
eration of fs sources.

We gratefully thank Alma Fernández Gonzalez and
Andrius Baltuška for equipment and expertise in
chirped-pulse oscillator design and Arvinder Sandhu
for equipment. This research is funded by National
Science Foundation (NSF) CAREER award 0645220.
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We have developed a stable, high-power, single-frequency optically pumped external-cavity semiconductor laser
system and generate up to 125 mW of power at 253:7 nm using successive frequency doubling stages. We demon-
strate precision scanning and control of the laser frequency in the UV to be used for cooling and trapping of mercury
atoms. With active frequency stabilization, a linewidth of <60 kHz is measured in the IR. Doppler-free spectroscopy
and stabilization to the 61S0–63P1 mercury transition at 253:7 nm is demonstrated. To our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration of Doppler-free spectroscopy in the deep UV based on a frequency-quadrupled, high-power (>1 W)
optically pumped semiconductor laser system. The results demonstrate the utility of these devices for precision
spectroscopy at deep-UV wavelengths. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 300.6540, 140.3480, 140.3610, 190.2620.

A variety of atomic transitions in the UV require tun-
able, single-frequency, and spectrally narrow (<1 MHz)
sources for high-resolution spectroscopy and cold atom
experiments (e.g., [1]). Because of the availability of
efficient laser sources in the visible and IR, such wave-
lengths are often accessed through nonlinear frequency
conversion. Bulk solid-state and fiber-based laser sys-
tems are limited in wavelength coverage owing to their
fixed gain profiles. Semiconductor-based external-cavity
diode lasers (ECDLs) offer flexibility in their operating
wavelength but often operate with greater free-running
linewidths compared to their solid-state counterparts.
ECDLs can suffer from excess noise because of amplified
spontaneous emission when trying to obtain high powers
and spatially and spectrally “clean” beams for efficient
frequency conversion into the UV. External-cavity opti-
cally pumped semiconductor lasers (OPSLs) [2], how-
ever, offer the wavelength accessibility of ECDLs while
providing a narrow quantum-limited free-running line-
width typical of many solid-state laser systems [3].
In this Letter, we demonstrate narrow-linewidth single-

frequency operation and precision frequency control of a
high power (>1:5 W) OPSL pumped by a (inexpensive)
fiber-coupled multimode diode bar. With active fre-
quency stabilization, a linewidth of <60 kHz is observed
from a beat-note measurement with a secondary laser
source. To the best of our knowledge, this is the narrow-
est beat-note linewidth yet shown for an actively stabi-
lized and frequency controlled OPSL on >1 ms time
scales (typically required in atomic and molecular phy-
sics experiments). The high-power OPSL enables
efficient frequency conversion into the deep UV. Our sys-
tem is specifically designed for laser cooling and trapping
of neutral mercury atoms. The output of the OPSL at
1014:9 nm is converted in successive frequency-doubling
stages to generate ∼125 mW of tunable deep-UV light at
253:7 nm. We utilize this source to demonstrate high-
resolution Doppler-free spectroscopy of the 61S0–63P1
transition and precision control and stabilization to this
transition.

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1. The homemade design of our OPSL structure is
similar to the one used in [4] but with the appropriate
bandgap of the quantum wells and spacing of the reso-
nant periodic gain structure for our wavelength range.
The device was grown commercially and processed in-
ternally in a manner similar to that described in [4].
The uncoated chip is pumped with up to 22 W from an
804 nm diode bar coupled to a 200 μm core multimode
fiber. The linear cavity design uses a 2% output coupling
mirror with a 10 cm radius of curvature. A 2 mm birefrin-
gent filter and 0:70 mm intracavity etalon are used to
force single-frequency operation at 1014:9 nm, resulting
in ∼1:5 W of output at maximum pump power. The op-
erating wavelength of the current device can be tuned
across ∼3 nm by adjusting the etalon and birefringent fil-
ter without changing the cooling block temperature.
Temperature control of the OPSL chip can provide
∼20 nm adjustment of the gain peak [4]. At the current
pump power, our device lases at ∼1017 nm with over

Fig. 1. Schematic of the deep-UV OPSL-based laser source.
The insets show actual UV beam profile before and after spatial
filtering. OC, output coupler; BF, birefringent filter; SF, spatial
filter.
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3 W output without intracavity optics. The relative spec-
tral shift of the quantum-well gain peak and the resonant
microcavity at different temperatures and pump powers
affect the overall gain of the device. The relatively low
optical efficiency of this particular device can be im-
proved with an OPSL chip design optimized to provide
maximum free-running power at ∼1014:9 nm given the
pump power and cooling temperature used.
A cylindrical piezoelectric transducer (PZT) attached

to the output coupler allows the laser frequency to be
scanned rapidly over 2:9 GHz without needing to adjust
the thin intracavity etalon. To ensure stable long-term op-
eration over the course of the day, the etalon is tempera-
ture stabilized. The near TEM00 output beam is then
mode matched to the first of two doubling cavities.
Both doubling cavities are based on a ring design with

7:5 cm radius of curvature mirrors and two flat high re-
flectors as shown (see Fig. 1). Each cavity uses a small
piezo actuator to control the cavity length and lock the
cavity resonance frequency to the incoming light using
the polarization approach of Hansch and Couillaud [5].
The first doubling cavity utilizes a 1.5% input coupler
and a 3 mm × 3 mm × 20 mm lithium triborate crystal,
Brewster cut for the o-ray with θ ¼ 90°, φ ¼ 14:5°. Up
to 545 mW of light at 507:5 nm is generated in this first
doubling stage. Cylindrical and spherical lenses are used
to mode match this beam to the second doubling cavity.
The second cavity incorporates a 4 × 4 × 10 mm beta bar-
ium borate (BBO) crystal, also Brewster cut for the o-ray,
with θ ¼ 51:1°. A 1.5% input coupler and a flat dichroic
mirror placed at Brewster’s angle is used to couple out up
to 125 mW of light at 253:7 nm. The output beam is fo-
cused with a cylindrical lens through a vertical slit acting
as a spatial filter in one direction (owing to the distortion
of the beam profile along the critically phase matched
angle within the BBO crystal). Over 90% of the output
beam is transmitted, resulting in a clean beam profile
(see inset of Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows the green and UV
power from each doubling cavity as a function of the in-
cident power. The overall optical efficiency of the system
can be further improved by utilizing intracavity fre-
quency doubling as previously demonstrated [2], as well
as a more efficient OPSL device optimized for our wave-
length. The focus of the current work, however, is to de-
monstrate the suitability of OPSL devices for precision
spectroscopy in the visible to deep-UV wavelength
regions.
Previous work has predicted that the quantum-limited

free-running linewidth of OPSLs can reach <1 Hz levels
[3], similar to many solid-state laser systems. The achiev-
able linewidth is therefore primarily limited by external
contributions from low frequency technical noise (e.g.,
acoustic, mechanical fluctuations). The use of inex-
pensive multimode diode bars for high-power OPSL
operation can introduce additional frequency noise
and spatial inhomogeneity through pump-induced ther-
mal modulation of the quantum well gain [3]. Recently,
however, a free-running linewidth of ∼37 kHz at 1 ms
was calculated based on measurements of the noise
spectrum from a high-power (2:1 W) OPSL pumped by
a multimode diode source [6]. This device was based
on a short external-cavity design free of any intracavity
optics often needed for frequency control. To actively

suppress frequency noise in our OPSL device and to
enable precision control and scanning at the required
transition frequency for mercury, the laser is prestabi-
lized to a stable reference cavity constructed from a Zer-
odur spacer and two mirrors. A PZT is epoxied between
one of the mirrors and the spacer to enable precision
scanning of the reference cavity resonance (see Fig. 1).
The OPSL is actively stabilized to the reference cavity
using a side-of-fringe lock with the feedback sent to a
PZT on the OPSL output coupler. The feedback band-
width is currently limited to ∼2 kHz owing to the low
resonance of the PZT–mirror system.

The free-running linewidth of our device is determined
primarily by low-frequency fluctuations of the external
cavity, ranging from ∼50 kHz up to 1 MHz on ∼1 to
100 ms time scales. The linewidth of the actively stabi-
lized OPSL was characterized from a beat-note measure-
ment with an independently stabilized low power ECDL
that has an established linewidth of <20 kHz (based on
previous experiments). Figure 3 shows the resulting beat-
note measurement, demonstrating a ∼60 kHz FWHM
linewidth on a 28 ms time scale. The current linewidth
is primarily limited by residual noise at low Fourier fre-
quencies in the 1–10 kHz range that cannot be further
suppressed due to the limited 2 kHz control loop band-
width. A lower mass output coupler and smaller PZT will
enable improved system performance, with linewidths
below 1 kHz anticipated.

Fig. 2. Green and UV output power versus incident power.
The inset shows the long-term locking and power stability of
the UV light.
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With the OPSL laser locked to the reference cavity,
the frequency of the quadrupled output at 253:7 nm is
precisely controlled by scanning the PZT attached to re-
ference cavity. Figure 4(a) shows a normalized scan of
the saturated absorption profile of the 61S0–63P1 Hg200

transition using a 1-mm-thick vapor cell at room tempera-
ture. The Doppler-broadened profile shows a narrow sa-
turated absorption peak easily resolved by the UV laser
system. The scanning range shown is ∼6 GHz wide and
was obtained in a single 100 ms scan without averaging.
Figure 4(b) shows the error signal obtained from the sa-
turated absorption peak when using phase sensitive de-
tection of a 100 kHz modulation frequency imparted on
the UV light using an acousto-optic modulator. By tuning
the laser’s frequency to the center of the transition, the
frequency instability and thermal drift of the reference
cavity (to which the OPSL is locked) becomes evident
on ∼1 ms to 10 s time scales, as shown in Fig. 4(c).
To lock the laser frequency to the center of the atomic
transition, a slow control loop fed back to the PZT on
the reference cavity is used. The residual frequency
fluctuations under locked conditions [Fig. 4(d)] indi-
cate ∼370 kHz rms noise of the UV light on a 300 μs
time scale, sufficient for the intended laser cooling
experiments.
In conclusion, we have developed a high-power laser

system for precision spectroscopy in the deep UV utiliz-
ing OPSL technology. We demonstrate that such devices
can provide high power and highly coherent light with
active frequency stabilization, even when pumped with
relatively noisy fiber-coupled multimode diode bars.
The high spectral purity and clean spatial profile enables
efficient frequency conversion to the deep UV. We have
demonstrated precision scanning and stabilization to the
Doppler-free 61S0–63P1 transition in Hg200 at 254 nm.
Higher power levels, improved efficiency, and more
compact designs can be anticipated for these systems.

Because of its narrow linewidth, wavelength accessibil-
ity, and high-power performance, we expect such OPSL-
based systems will become an important tool in many
atomic, molecular, and optical physics laboratories.

Support for this work is partially funded through the
U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research (USAFOSR)
through grant no. FA9550-09-1-0563.
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We demonstrate a continuous wave, single-frequency terahertz (THz) source emitting 1.9 THz. The linewidth is less
than 100 kHz and the generated THz output power exceeds 100 μW. The THz source is based on parametric
difference frequency generation within a nonlinear crystal located in an optical enhancement cavity. Two
single-frequency vertical-external-cavity source-emitting lasers with emission wavelengths spaced by 6.8 nm are
phase locked to the external cavity and provide pump photons for the nonlinear downconversion. It is demonstrated
that the THz source can be used as a local oscillator to drive a receiver used in astronomy applications. © 2013
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OCIS codes: (300.6495) Spectroscopy, terahertz; (250.5960) Semiconductor lasers; (190.4410) Nonlinear optics,

parametric processes.
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Terahertz (THz) sources are the subject of active re-
search, due to the variety of potential applications for
THz systems ranging from nondestructive testing over
condensed matter spectroscopy to security-related appli-
cations [1]. However, the generation of high power levels
of continuous wave (CW) THz radiation in the frequency
range of 1–5 THz is still challenging, as electronic-based
sources operate more efficiently at lower frequency
due to the limited finite lifetime of the free carriers
and the switching time of the electronic circuits [2]. A
semiconductor-based THz laser, such as a quantum
cascade laser, covers the higher end of this frequency
window and requires cryogenic cooling for CW THz emis-
sion in these frequencies [3]. An alternative approach for
CW THz sources is based on parametric downconversion
of two laser wavelengths into the THz frequency range by
difference frequency generation (DFG) [4–6]. However,
for an efficient DFG process, high optical intensities
are required.
Vertical-external-cavity source-emitting lasers

(VECSELs) are a promising avenue for the development
of higher-power THz sources. Because semiconductor
quantum wells have a broad gain bandwidth, a VECSEL
chip designed for a specific wavelength may lase over a
10 nm bandwidth. This range is enough to generate THz
radiation at the difference frequency of two wavelengths
obtained from the same chip design [7]. Moreover, the
high power output of VECSELs [8] as well as their circu-
lar, nearly diffraction-limited beam profile is ideal for
driving nonlinear processes with high efficiency [9].
VECSELs operate at room temperature, bypassing the

need for costly or elaborate cooling systems employed
in other THz generation schemes.

We have shown in an earlier publication [10] that high-
power THz radiation can be produced by placing a non-
linear crystal directly inside a VECSEL cavity while it
lases at two separate wavelength bands simultaneously.
Each of the two wavelength bands consist of multiple
longitudinal modes of the laser cavity, and thus, a comb
of narrow-line THz tones is generated [11]. However,
some applications, such as precision spectroscopy and
radio astronomy, require a stable, narrow-linewidth
single-frequency tone of THz radiation. It has been dem-
onstrated that VECSELs can operate single frequency
with narrow linewidths below 100 kHz and high output
power [12,13]. A THz source based on DFG between
two VECSELs would retain their narrow linewidth. How-
ever, the DFG of THz radiation using two CW lasers
results in low conversion efficiencies compared to a con-
version of femtosecond laser pulses into broadband THz
emission due to the lower optical intensities. One way to
achieve higher CW power levels for nonlinear conversion
processes is to use an external resonant cavity to
enhance the laser intensity [14,15].

In this Letter, we demonstrate a tabletop, room tem-
perature 1.9 THz source with more than 100 μW output
power and a linewidth below 100 kHz. By combining the
high output power of two VECSELs with an external en-
hancement cavity approach, we realize the single-
frequency operation that is required for the source to
be used as local oscillator for spectroscopy or radio
astronomy.
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In our setup, which is illustrated in Fig. 1, THz radia-
tion is produced by DFG in an external buildup cavity
pumped by two single-frequency VECSEL sources. The
VECSEL cavities each consist of a VECSEL chip (which
doubles as a cavity end mirror), which is optically
pumped by a fiber-coupled diode laser emitting 808 nm.
Each cavity is 15 cm long and consists of a small flat turn-
ing mirror mounted on a small piezo (for feedback con-
trol), a mirror with 10 cm radius of curvature (ROC), and
a flat output coupler. An intracavity birefringent filter and
etalon are inserted in the cavity to select the lasing wave-
length and ensure single-frequency operation of the VEC-
SEL. The output wavelengths of the two VECSELs are set
to 1029.2 and 1036.0 nm (corresponding to a difference
frequency of 1.9 THz). Each typically operates with an
output power in excess of 1 W.
For the THz generation, we employ a tilted periodically

poled lithium niobate (TPPLN) crystal similar to that
used in [4]. The poling period is 28.5 μm and the tilt angle
of the poling is 66.2°.
The TPPLN crystal requires the two infrared laser

beams to have the same polarization. We spatially over-
lap the two beams originating from the VECSELs using a
thin-film polarizer so that the combined beam contains
both “s-” and “p-” polarized beams, which are then sent
through a 1.1 mm thick YVO4 multiorder wave plate
(MOW). The MOW is oriented so that the incident
s- and p-polarized beams, which are separated in wave-
length by ∼7 nm, are rotated to the same final polariza-
tion state. The combined beam is sent through an optical
isolator with ∼85% transmission efficiency. A two-lens
telescope allows mode matching to the external buildup
cavity containing the nonlinear crystal.
The external buildup cavity is a ring cavity formed with

a flat input coupler, a small flat mirror mounted on a
piezo electric for feedback control, and two ROC �
15 cmmirrors. The total length of the ring cavity is 42 cm,
and the cavity beam waist is 100 μm. The TPPLN crystal
is placed in the waist defined by the cavity in between
the two curved mirrors. The reflection from the ring cav-
ity input coupler is separated by a grating into its two

wavelength components, and each beam is used to phase
lock the VECSEL lasers independently to the cavity res-
onance using the Hänsch–Couillaud polarization tech-
nique [16]. To increase the frequency stability of the
setup, we prestabilize one of the VECSELs to a tunable
reference cavity made by gluing two mirrors to a zerodur
(low thermal expansion glass) spacer. One of the mirrors
is mounted on a piezo to provide precision tunability. We
use the Pound–Drever–Hall technique [17] to lock the
VECSEL to the cavity.

Using an input coupler of 1% for the buildup cavity, we
achieve an enhancement factor of the cavity of about 100,
and thus, intracavity powers of a few 100Wwhen the two
lasers are locked. Thermal lensing in the PPLN crystal at
high intracavity powers can cause the cavity to become
unstable. Without active thermal control of the PPLN, we
find that intracavity power levels of 200 W can be
achieved. We are able to stably lock the lasers to the ex-
ternal buildup cavity for over 15 min with a power output
stability (standard deviation over mean power) of 2.8%
(cf. Fig. 2). The measurement is performed with an inte-
gration time constant of 100 ms. We surmise that more
careful efforts toward environmental isolation and laser
optimization will allow the lasers to lock over many
hours, as has been shown in other applications of
phase-locked VECSELs [12]. The THz radiation is emitted
from the TPPLN crystal perpendicular to the propagation
direction of the infrared beams and is therefore easily ex-
tracted from the cavity. Using the response of a Golay
cell to measure the generated THz light, we see over
110 μW THz power generated from the TPPLN crystal.
A power curve for different intracavity power levels is
shown in Fig. 2.

The power is measured after two polyethylene lenses
are used to collimate and focus the beam. The measure-
ment does not take into account the absorption and re-
flection losses of the lenses and the crystal or diffractive
losses due to finite lens apertures. While it is hard to
estimate the diffraction and absorption losses precisely,
the combined Fresnel losses of the lenses and the crystal
add to more than 55% alone. Thus, the total generated
THz power should be a few hundred μW and can be uti-
lized if specially designed mirrors are used in place of
the lenses and if an antireflection coating for the THz
wavelengths is applied to the crystal surface.

Fig. 1. Layout of the THz source. The output of two single-
frequency VECSELs is combined using a thin film polarizer
(PBS). A multiorder wave plate (MOW) rotates both beams
to the same polarization state. The combined beam is guided
through an optical isolator and mode matching lenses (f). To
lock both beams to the external resonator containing a nonlin-
ear PPLN crystal, a grating (G) is used to spatially separate both
wavelength components reflected from the cavity. The Hänsch–
Couillaud scheme is employed to provide error signals for the
locking. One of the VECSELs is frequency stabilized to a refer-
ence cavity using an electro-optical modulator (EOM) and the
Pound–Drever–Hall locking technique.

Fig. 2. (a) Recorded THz power as a function of intracavity
power in the external buildup cavity along with a quadratic
trend line. (b) Stability of the generated THz power over a time
frame of 15 min.
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As the generated THz power scales quadratically with
the intracavity power, further power scaling should be
straightforward with sufficient thermal control of the
TPPLN crystal and an optimized cavity design. As shown
previously [10], THz radiation in the milliwatt range can
be generated if the TPPLN crystal is placed within the
cavity of a two-color VECSEL where the circulating
intracavity power exceeds 500 W. We expect that a com-
parable performance can be achieved with the single-
frequency approach presented here by increasing the
intracavity field.
Because lithium niobate has a significant absorption

coefficient at THz frequencies at room temperature
[18], care is taken to ensure that the intracavity beam tra-
verses the PPLN very close to the crystal surface. This is
a straightforward adjustment inside the enhancement
cavity, as the cavity buildup can easily be monitored
by a photodiode in transmission while the crystal is ad-
justed toward the edge using a linear translation stage.
The generated THz output exhibits inherent frequency

stability due to the fact that both lasers are phase locked
to the external buildup cavity. In DFG, when one laser
frequency drifts relative to the other, this drift is auto-
matically transferred to the generated difference fre-
quency output. However, in this case since both lasers
are locked to the same buildup cavity, the lasers will
track each other as the buildup cavity drifts. The fre-
quency drift ν of each individual VECSEL relative to
the fluctuations in the buildup cavity length L is

Δυ
υ

� −

ΔL
L

; (1)

and the drift exhibited by the generated THz frequency
due to the relative change between the two VECSELs
locked to the cavity is

υTHz � Δυ2 − Δυ1 � −

ΔL
L

�υ2 − υ1�: (2)

The buildup cavity exhibits slowdrifts in a randomwalk
as its length fluctuates due to mechanical and thermal
changes, but it does not drift greater than one cavity free
spectral range (corresponding to an overall cavity length
change of less than ∼2.5 μm). For this case, the free
running drift of the generated THz light is at most just
12 MHz with only a modest effort made toward environ-
mental isolation of the external buildup cavity by placing
the setup under a polycarbonate box. To reduce even this
low drift, we prestabilize one of the VECSELs to the refer-
ence cavity. We then lock the buildup cavity to this laser,
transferring the long-term stability of the zerodur refer-
ence to the buildup cavity. The remaining VECSEL is then
locked to the buildup cavity. In this way, the minimal drift
of the very stable zerodur cavity determines the long-term
frequency stability of the THz source.
We verify the single-frequency properties of the gener-

ated THz light using a Michelson interferometer. The
length of one arm of the interferometer is changed
from 0 to 15 cm using a translation stage while the inter-
ference signal is monitored with a Golay cell. The high,
repeatable fringe contrast between the two arms of the
interferometer over the entire scan length shown in Fig. 3

is characteristic of a single, phase-coherent frequency
tone. During themeasurement, the total distance between
the TPPLN crystal and the THz detector is about 1 m,
which does not significantly affect the power level of
the detected THz radiation. This shows that the THz beam
is highly collimated. We have shown previously [11] that
the THz radiation emitted from this kind of TPPLN crystal
can easily be formed into a nearly Gaussian-shaped
profile by the use of a single cylindrical lens.

To measure the linewidth and tunability properties of
our THz source, we use a cryogenic hot electron bolom-
eter heterodyne mixer (HEB) from KOSMA, University of
Köln [19] and a frequency chain multiplied THz source
from Virginia Diodes, Inc. (VDI) as a local oscillator to
detect a heterodyne beat note with our own THz source.
We prestabilize one VECSEL to the zerodur reference
cavity using the Pound–Drever–Hall stabilization tech-
nique, which reduces its linewidth to ∼25 kHz (calcu-
lated by integrating the noise spectrum of the
calibrated error signal). Figure 4 shows the beat note sig-
nal between our THz source and the VDI local oscillator
recorded with an L-band RF analyzer. A Lorentzian fit to
the beat note data yields a FWHM linewidth of 92 kHz.
Taking the linewidth of the VDI source into account
(10–20 kHz commercial spec), the linewidth of our
THz source is well below 100 kHz. We believe our line-
width measurement is limited by the quality of our polari-
zation locking to the external buildup cavity and could be
improved with additional effort. We also scan the VDI
source over its tuning range (1.875–1.915 THz) to confirm
that only a single THz tone is emitted from our source.
After detecting the heterodyne beat note, we use the zer-
odur reference cavity piezo to tune the frequency of the
THz light. We find that we can precisely tune the fre-
quency by roughly �25 MHz before our lasers lose the
lock with the external buildup cavity. In the current reali-
zation, tuning over greater ranges requires temporarily
unlocking one of the lasers from the enhancement cavity,
shifting its emission wavelength, then relocking to the
cavity. The total tuning range of the setup is restricted
by the phase-matching bandwidth of the utilized TPPLN
crystal, which is about 200 GHz.

After making a linewidth measurement, we remove the
VDI local oscillator and use our THz source to pump the

Fig. 3. High-contrast fringe pattern shown at two path length
differences in this Michelson interferometer verifies the single-
frequency property of the THz signal. The measurements were
taken with path length difference varying from (a) 0 to 4 mm
and (b) 150 to 154 mm.
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receiver. We verify that our THz source can be used as a
local oscillator for the receiver. This is accomplished by
recording and comparing different IV curves of the HEB
when the THz beam is diplexed with blackbody radiation
from both a room temperature object and then with a
liquid-nitrogen-cooled object.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a single-

frequency THz source having a linewidth less than
100 kHz capable of driving a cryogenic receiver, which
is used in astronomy applications. The output power
of the THz exceeds 100 μW at 1.9 THz, which should
be sufficient to drive multiple receivers simultaneously.
The output power scales quadratically with the infrared
intensity, allowing for a potential power scaling.

We would like to thank Yushi Kaneda and Joe M.
Yarborough for discussions and for providing insight into
laser stabilization. We thank Christian D’Aubigny for
fruitful discussions and Christopher Walker for providing
us with the HEB receiver to test the source. This work
was supported by NASA SBIR Phase 2 Contract
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APPENDIX D

Saturated Absorption Spectroscopy of all Neutral Hg Isotopes

There are seven naturally occurring isotopes of neutral Hg. The isotopes and their

natural relative abundance are Hg196 at 0.15%, Hg198 at9.97%, Hg199 at 16.87%,

Hg200 at 23.1%, Hg201 at 13.18%, Hg202 at 29.86% and Hg204 at 6.87%. Using

the frequency quadrupled OPSL laser, we demonstrated saturated absorption spec-

troscopy of the ground-state transitions in six of the seven isotopes (Hg196 is excluded

because its abundance is so low). The relative strengths of the signal peaks for each

saturated absorption scan is a function of the relative abundance of each isotope.

The isotopes’ approximate ground-state transition wavelengths reported in the

figures below are not intended as precise measurements but rather for quick reference

when setting the laser wavelength for spectroscopy of the transitions. Wavelength

was determined by reading our wavemeter when we passed through a transition

resonance. The wavemeter was monitoring the OPSL wavelength in the IR, at four

times the wavelength of the actual transition in the UV. The ground state transition

wavelengths (given in vacuum) range from 253.725 nm (one-fourth of 1014.900 nm

IR as read by our wavemeter) to 253.730 (1014.921 nm IR) and are contained in five

doppler-broadened groupings (very nicely mapped out by Scheid et. al. [56]. Hg200

and Hg202 are spaced sufficiently far from the other transitions resonances so that

they each have their own doppler-broadened profile.
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In the following figures, the full scans of the doppler-broadened transitions show

some distortion. The OPSL output power is not constant over the full scan range,

particularly near the extremes of the scan where it nears a mode-hop. We attribute

the distortion seen in the figures to this varying output power. The frequency axis

of each scan is calibrated using the relative transition spacings given by F. Bitter

[58].
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Figure D.1: (a) The first isotope grouping contains Hg199b and Hg201a. The wave-
length is approximately 253.725 nm (1014.900 IR). (b) A zoomed-in view of the
saturated absorption features. (c) The error signal for isotope 199b is relatively
isolated and has only one weak neighbor. This is the isotope we chose to perform
the clock spectroscopy on.
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Figure D.2: The second isotope grouping contains Hg198 and Hg201b. The wave-
length of the transition is approximately 253.727 nm (1014.906 nm IR).
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Figure D.3: The third doppler-broadened isotope grouping contains only Hg200.
The wavelength of the transition is approximately 253.728 nm (1014.911 nm IR).
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Figure D.4: The fourth doppler-broadened isotope grouping contains only Hg200.
The wavelength of the transition is approximately 253.729 nm (1014.916 nm IR).
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Figure D.5: (a) The fifth doppler-broadened isotope grouping contains Hg199a,
Hg204, and Hg201c with wavelength approximately 253.730 nm (1014.21 nm IR). (b)
A close-up view of the saturated absorption spectroscopy scan. (c) The error signal
for the 199a isotope is close to that of another isotope of nearly the same strength
and may lead to confusion when trying to lock. We chose instead to use 199b for
trapping and cooling.
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